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Tri State Defender Photographer Beaten By Mississippi Police
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*5,000 Attend Medgar Evers' Funeral
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Southern Political System Is Blamed
For Death Of NAACP Medgar Evers
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Among the nationally
known persons attending Med,/ gar Evers' funeral were: Ralph
Bunche, under-secretary of the
United Nations; Cong. Charles
Diggs (D. Mich.); Comedian
Dick Gregory, Roy Reuther,
representing his brot he r.
Walter Reuther of UAW in
Detroit; Mrs. Mildred Jeffery,
National Democratic Committee woman from Michigan and
the UAW; Phillip Weightman,
assistant director of the National CORE: Wililam Oliver
of UAW Fair Practice and Anti-Discrimination Committee;
Horace Sheffield, national
representative of UAW Citizenship Legislative division;
Mrs. Ruby Hurley, Southern
Regional Director NAACP;
Mrs. Daisy Bates of Little
Rock, Ark., Bishop B. Julian
Smith of the CME church,
Clarence Mitchell of the NAACP Washington Bureau; Dr.
Martin Luther King, John
a., Hammond, the jazz expert;
ig Wyatt T. Walker and Rev.
Ralph Abernathy, of Sofith:
ern Christian Leaders; James
Farmer, director of CORE;
Rev. Robert Kenlocke of New
York City; George Beittle,
president of Tougaloo college,
A. D. Black of the New York
Society of Ethical Culture;
Dr. T. R. M. Howard, formerly of Mound Bayou, Miss.,
U.S. Marshal Luke C. Moore,
and others.

By THADDEUS T. STOKES
Editor
JACKSON, Miss. — More
than 4,000 mourners, including
some osf the country's outstanding leaders, crowded into the Masonic Hall on Lynch
St. last Saturday morning to

THOUSANDS STOOD HERE — Seen here is a portion of
the crowd that packed the Masonic hall in Jackson for the
final rites for Mediae Evers. While thousands packed the

hall, several thousand more remained outside in the 103
degree heat. (See additional Photos on Page 101.
MEDGAR EVERS

Woman,15,Raped While
band In Hospital

Evers Was
Native Of
Decatur

A 25-year'-old drifter in the the light, stole her money
Boxtown. community has been and then raped her' before
charged with burglary and leaving.
rape in the attack of a 75- According to Capt. Hood,
year-old woman, whose hus- the woman had no problem
band was in the hospital at identifying Brodnax, because
he had lived in the comthe time.
Capt. W. M. Hood of the munity and she knew him. He
County
Homicide was also seen in the vicinity
Shelby
squad, said Arthur Lee Brod- by neighbors.
FROM MEMPHIS
nax, who gave 4584 Mary An- Since the elderly woman
Among Memphians attend- gela Rd., as his address, had could not say just how much
ing the funeral were: James been identified by the woman money had been taken from
her, Brodnax was charged with
M. Mosby, Jr., Perry Withers, as the culprit.
An examination at John burglary instead of robbery.
Ernest Withers, Jr., Atty. and
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Atty. and Gaston hospital revealed that Brodnax has a record of
Mrs. Russell Sugarrnon, Atty. the woman had been sexually several previous arrests, including a charge of "assault to
and Mrs. Ben F. Hooks, G. L. molested.
Myers, Mrs. Lotone Osborne, The victim told officers that murder," to which he pleaded
Alma Bonds, Tommie Dan- Brodnax broke down her door, guilty. However, the Grand
dridge, Mrs. Maxine Smith, came into her house, put on Jury refused to indict him.
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Mrs. Jesse H. Turner, W. C.
Patton, Rev. D S. CunningERNEST C. WITHERS, SR. Is displaying the coat that
ham, 0. D. Dotson, Rev. D. D.
Jackson. Mississippi police ripped off of him during a
Coleman, Joe Louis Holt, C. H.
demonstration which be was photographing. He holds the
Rodgers, Hugh T. Love, Ralph
two rolls of film deliberately exposed by police after he
F. Baird, Mrs. Beulah M. Fritz,
was arrested. He Is also holding a bloody handkerchief
Miss Johnny Mae Rodgers,
Mrs. LaVerne K. Jones, Rufus
E. Jones, Luvenrua Jones, Rev.
J. T. Herman and William 0. A letter from Mrs. Maxine that — 'I would not pastor a
A. Smith, executive secretary church that excludes Negroes,'
Little.
of the Memphis branch of the then hastens to add, however,
NAACP, criticizing Rev. James that if his church wants to
M. Barr, pastor of the First exclude persons for 'any reaUnitarian church, for his re- son' it has the right to do so,
marks against the organiza- arbitrarily or otherwise.
tion was issued on Monday. "If Rev. Barr's conception of
the church is that of a purely
The minister wrote his reprivate social type organization
marks in a letter to his memthen perhaps he is right —
bers after the NAACP said
hot if the church is the 'body
it would begin demonstrating
of Christ' if the church is
by a barricade of police. The
As Told By
against some organizations
founded by Christ, purchased
youth stopped and kept singSome 50 members of the which discriminated against by his blood, then the church ERNEST C. WITHERS. SR. ing. Some persons who were
Negroes. A deadline has been
As a news photographer, I
Pan - Tennessee Dental Asso- set for the groups to start is to be ruled, governed and have covered numerous racial not so young were out in the
regulated by the teaching of
ciation, Inc., are attending the desegregation.
incidents in the South, which streets dancing and singing
Christ. It is not 'my' church
30th Annual Session of the
the Freedom songs.
organized 'your' church or even 'our' began with the Emmett Till
NAACP
was
"The
organization in the Dental
A white man with a long.
trial.
purpose
—
to
for
only
one
church
and
church:
it
is
'His'
College of the University of
since bladed knife tried to break
Tennessee from June 18 - 20. rid this nation of every vestige we are not free to do what My assignments have
through the line to get at the
ik Clinicians for the session of racial discrimination. To 'we' want, but what 'He' taken me to the Gus Coates Negroes, but he was stopped
1.are Drs. James D. Higgason, achieve this goal, the Asso- wants. Certainly, no church shooting at Belzoni, Miss., the and roughed up by the officers.
tha is worthy of that name if it George Lee 'funeral in the
Jack N. Bisno and John F. ciation has been forced by
murder; It was at this point that I beSadler, all of the UT Dental defenders of bigotry, some of denies any individual the Delta following his
cri- gan shooting pictures.
Christians,
school
whom
appear
the
Clinton,
Tenn,
as
Right to enter its doors.
college.
ministers of the Gospel or "Two classes of citizens (Ne- sis, Little Rock and the Mack BROUGHT DOGS
Local hosts for the meeting friends of the Negro, to use
In the meantime the police
gro and white — inferior and Charles Parker lynching.
are members of the Shelby varying techniques — moral
But it was only following had formed another barricade
sanctioned
County Dental Society, of persuasion, legal persuasion, superior) are not
with its the Medgar Evers funeral in one block away and began
vtihirth Dr. Charles Pinkston is lawsuits, political pressure, by our Constitution
amendments even Jackson, Miss, last Saturday moving in. I could hear the
president; and the Ladies Aux- education and/or public dem- several
drops of dogs barking and the penal
though discriminatory prac- that I shed my first
iliary, of which Mrs. John E. onstrations.
farm trucks backing up toin every blood in the line of duty.
tices
are
prevalent
Jordan is president.
After having followed the ward the crowd.
"Unfortunately, the many part of our nation.
the
with
three-line
march
A number of social affairs racial disturbances which we "We of the NAACP shall
Then the officers started
have been planned for the are experiencing in our coun- continue to fight for the in- mourners from the Masonic grabbing the demonstrators
was
funeral
hall,
where
the
visitors and their wives.
try today are due primarily dividual to be employed acwho were out in the streets
held, back to Collins Funeral
Officers of the Association to the denial, by public of- cording to his ability; the home with the body, the and began beating and kicking
ficials, of the right of the Ne- Right of any individual to be
them as they pushed them toFtTe Drs. W. R. Bell, president,
group filet was with me went
Jackson; A. F. Petersen, vice gro to publicly express dis- served and treated with re- into a store for refreshments. ward the trucks. Women, men
complaint.
spect by all business establishand teenagers were being
president and W. H. Watson, satisfaction of his
beaten, and all of the time I
'executive secretary, Nashville; The Negro is not permitted to ments open to the public. We STARTED UPTOWN
in
sit-in;
march,
to
young
picket,
to
our
efshall never cease in
was standing on the sidewalk,
We could hear the
E. S. Kilgore, recording secincommunities,
fact,
in
many
singConstitution
forts to make our
photographing one horrible
People out in the street
retary, Johnson City; J. 0.
ing Freedom songs and could scene after the other amidst
Thong, treasurer, Chattanoo- including our own, it is illegal a reality.
"This nation cannot long en- gee them dancing. When they the screams.
ga.; C. J. Bates, sergeant-at- for the Negro to boycott.
arms, and W. S. Yarbrough, "It is indeed regrettable that dure if it fails, legally or mor- started marching uptown on
Suddenly, a large burly
chaplain, Memphis; S. P. Har- as a whole the churches of ally to solve its racial prob- Parris Street, we went out white man, who was not an
ts& ris, parliamentarian, Nashville; Memphis have not assumed lems or if it sacrifices the and began following them to officer, but looked more like
lor S. A. Curren, historian, Knox- the moral obligation of Chris- dignity of the individual at see what was going on.
oue of the sanitation employville, and G. W. West, state tians in this struggle for Hu- the expense of the 'right to After they reached a cerSee BEATEN, Page, 2
tain point, they were stopped
vice president, Memphis.
man Dignity. Rev. Barr states own private property.'"

do

NAACP Answers Critic,
Rev.James M.Barr

50 Dentists
Here For Their
Annual Session
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Defender Photographer
Held In Jail 4 Hours
After Beating By Police

Medgar Wiley Evers, 37,
had been the agency director
for the Magnolia Mutual Insurance company of Mound
Bayou, Miss., before he joined
the staff of the NAACP in
1954, as field secretary for
the State of Mississippi, a job
he held until his untimely
death.
A native of Decatur, Miss.,
he was born to James and
Jessie Evers, July 2, 1925. After competing his earlier education' at Decatur, he attended
Alcorn high school and later
Alcorn A & M college at Lorman where he received a degree in business administratioli
ne served in the United
States Army two and a half
years during World War H.
He and his wife, the former
Myrtle Louise Beasley of
Vicksburg, Miss., were married Dec. 24 in 1951. Among
his survivors are their two
sons, Darrel Kenyatta, 9,
James Van Dyke, three, and
a daughter Rena Denise.

hear Roy Wilkins, executive peared to have been transfixed
secretary of the National NA- by the words of Wilkins.
ACP, speak at the funeral When she was not gazing upon
services_ of Medgar W. Evers, the flag-draped, light steel
known as the most courageous gray, metallic casket containcivil rights leader in Missis- ing the remains of her hussippi. An estimated 1,000 band, she fastened her eyes
mourners were unable to gain upon the speaker, while her
admittance to the two-story face WPei stricken with grief.
would
concrete building, which was Intermittently, she
brush away tears with a white
not air-conditioned.
Wilkins said that "The handkerchief.
Wilkins continued: "Today
Southern political system put
him (Evers' slayer) behind as Americans and their Presthat rifle." He also blamed ident try to recover from
the "Iilywhite Southern gov- their horrors and to devise
ernment, local and state; the ways to correct the evils now
senators, governors, state leg- so naked in our national life,
islators, chiefs of police com- these men In Congress, abetted
missioners, etc." for the June by the timorous, the technical
12th fatal rifle shot in the and the selfishly ambitious are
back of Mr. Evers, who was raising the familiar—and by
considered "one of the most now sickening-chorus of nehated men in Mississippi by gations.
Wilkins added: "Nothing can
about 04 per cent of white
the drive for freedom. It
citizens."
Mr. Evers was shot by an will not cease here or elseunknown person as he was re- where. After 100 years of waitturning to his home after at- ing and suffering, we are detending a civil rights meeting termined, in Baldwin's langat a local church. He died uage — not upon a bigger
about one hour later at Uni- cage, hut unon no cage at all."
"Medgar Evers was the isgmversity of Mississippi hospibol of our victorykaind of their
tal.
Wilkins went on to say that defeat. Contrary ,IL,I,Imailese,
Southern office holders "have of a Jackson city afferwited.4..
used unbridled political power gar was more than just an Opto fabricate a maze of laws, portent. In life he was a concustoms and economic prac- stant threat to the system, partices which have imprisoned ticularly in this great voter
registration work. In the manthe Negro."
He added: "In far-away ner of his death he was the
Washington, the Southern sys- victor over it," continued Wiltem has its outnosts in the kins. (See complete text of
Congress of the United States Wilkins address on page 10;
and by their deals and man
uevers they helped nut the
man behind the deadly rifle
on Guynes Street (where Mr.
Bishop E. L. Hickman will
Evers lived) this week. The
killer must have felt that he be the guest speaker for the
had, if not an immunity, then Men's Day program at Avery
certainly a protection for Chapel AME church on Sunwhatever he chose to do, not day, June 23, at 3:30 p.m., and
will speak again on Sunday
matter how dastardly."
The widow of the dead man, night at 7:30.
The pastor, Dr. Peter G.
dressed in a pert black hat
without a veil, and a simple Crawford, will speak during
black dress, black shoes and the morning service, The pubcarrying a black purse, ap- lic is invited.

Bishop To Speak

Mourners March Three Miles In
103 Degree Weather Behnd
i Body

By Staff Writer
Who knows? Medgar W.
JACKSON, Miss.—The early Evers' slayer could have
morning hustle and bustle watched the funeral procesalong a 20-city-block route sion.
Who knows? Some of the
ceased last Saturday as the
funeral cortege of the civil same policemen who were
rights hero, Medgar W. Evers, guarding so carefully his last
passed. As the light - grey march through the city might
hearse crept along the three- have been the same ones who
mile route from the Masonic have arrested him and other
Hall on Lynch St. where, the demonstrators.
A permit for the mourners'funeral was held, to Collins
march was read by Rev.
The funeral services of Med- Funeral Home on Farish St.,
Charles A. Jones. who officiatgar W. Evers started when many of the uniformed policeed at the funeral. The permit
four trumpeteers, accompanied men, directing traffic, snapped
was authorized by Jackson
by an organ played "Requi- to attention and doffed their
City Council and signed by
em." It was followed by a blue helmets until after the
Mayor Allen C. Thompson.
large choir and the mourners hearse and funeral cars had
Rev. Jones, said, after readsang "Be Not Dismayed." Rev. passed.
Immediately after the funer- ing the permit to the mournS. L. Whitney read the .,90th
al cars, an estimated 600 mour- ers, "we don't have to remind
Psalm.
you to be quiet, respectful and
Rev. R. L. T. Smith spoke ners walked the entire threeact with great dignity during
for the community. The eulogy mile route, ignoring the blazthe procession."
was delivered by Rev. C. G. ing 103 Degree weather. Lead'
Mourners started to arrive
Hunte. Also speaking was Dr. ing the mourners'-march were
at
the Masonic Hall about 7
T. R. M. Howard of Chicago, Rev. G. R. Haughton, pastor of
o'clock that morning for the
Ill. Invocation was by Rev. Pearl Street AME church,
where Mr. Evers had been a 11 o'clocK funeral.
G. R. Haughton.
More than 2,000 persons
Two other musical numbers member; and Allen L. Johnpassed the bier of Mr. Evers,
were "We Shall Overcome" son, pastor of Pratt Memorial
last Thursday, the first day,
Methodist church.
and "God Be With You."
Preceding the funeral cor- his body lay in state at ColPallbearers were Henry
lins funeral home on Farish
Briggs, Robert L. T. Smith, Jr., tege were eight motorcycle
St., a small two-story, red
Paul Cooke, Nolan Tate, Dr. policemen clearing traffic.
Along some sections of the brick structure.
Felix Dunn, Cornelius TurnThe m ?Wine casket contain.
er, Dr. Gilbert Mason and route, people, both white and ing Mr.
Evers' body was drivNegro, lined the street to
Houston Wells.
en to Meridian, Miss., last Sun
Honorary pallbearers were watch. In other sections, shopday and put on a train for the
representatives othhe Ameri- keepers came to the door or
1,000 miles to Washington,
can Veterans Committee, Jack- watched through windows of D.C., where
it was placed in a
son Baptist Ministers Alliance, their establishments.
Spectators watched without grave in Arlington National
Jackson Interdenominational
Cemetery Wednesday, while a
Ministerial Alliance, L. K. At- uttering a word about the
large group of mourners
wood Lodge No. 518, IBPOEW, hideous deed perpetrated upon Watched.
M. W. Stringer Grand Lodge the name of the state's capital
No. 697, F de A Masons, Na- city —t he home of .Jackson
See Page 10
tional Episcopalian Church, State college, Campbell colNational Board' National As- lege. the temporary home of
For Full Page Of
sociation for the Advancement the governor, Ross Barnett,
Photos Of
of Colored People; and Na- also the home of one of this
MEDGAR EVERS
tional Staff: National Asso- country's first Negro U.S. Conciation for the Advancement gressmen, James R. Lynch of
Funeral
Reconstruction Days.
of Colored People.

Funeral Services
For Medgar Evers

•
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Mr. and Mrs. yrankie L. Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Lig- 480 Lucy; girl, Marvalisha Tina. Primes, 950 McDowell; girl,
Henderson, 337 Rolland; boy, gins, 1535 Dunn; boy, Lee Mr. and Mrs. Robert Harris, Stevelyn Yvette.
Michael.
Ernest.
Mr. and Mrs. James E. Wat912 Willoughby; boy, Michael
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wing. June 9.
Anthony.
kins, 1747 Castalia; girl, Sheila
EdCharles
Richard
A.
and
Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Alex1603 Florida; boy,
Mr.
Denise.
ward.
nder, 704 Polk; boy Sammy Shann, 1483 Patton; twin girls, Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Davis,
Teresa.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe L. Guy, Lee.
304
Alisa
Scott; boy. William Earl.
5570 Lamar; boy, Joe Kelvin.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin D. Mr. and Mrs. Cleanon Jones, Mr. and Mrs. Johnny C. NEW YORK CITY — A re- in the murder of Medgar Evers
ward of $1,000 offered by the they have struck a blow in
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Lewis, Wade, 1775 Gaither; girl, Pam. 238 S. Third; gril, Louetta.
Bachus, 3579 Yokley; a boy.
1428 Sunset; boy, Charlie Jr. eta Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. Lowe, Mr. and Mrs. Dock Mickens, National Urban League has behalf of racism, they are in
Mr. and Mrs. William Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Mc- 780 Winton; a girl.
942 Montgomery; boy, Carl brought the total up to $27,000 grievous error. However, they
the price now offered for the have indeed made it crystal
AT E. H. CRUMP HOSPITAL: Copucine.
Stuckey. 976 McDowell; boy, Coy, 369 Butler; girl, Regina Mr. and Mrs. William Pal- Erwin.
arrest and conviction of the clear that the time is short
May 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Calvin Graham, Floyd Eli.
Ann.
mer. 2290 Dexter; boy, Dwayne June 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Governor Guy, 1508 Ellington; girl, Can- Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Shaw. Mr, and Mrs. William C. Fredrick.
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Smith, person or persons responsible for bringing into nationwide
536 Edith; girl, Malvone.
micnelle Edeiweiss.
Mr. and Mrs. James 'W. 1523 Bruce; girl, Marsha Va- for the murder of Medgar W. action the constructive pro904 Latham; twins: boy, Ken- Bond, 52 Lucas; girl, Constance
Evers, field secretary of the grams called for by the PresiTlentse
Mr. and Mrs. A. V. McCoy, Juno 2.
lera.
neth Ray; girl, Janice Fay.
Dooley, 1300 Niese; a boy.
1911 Glory cl.; boy, Stanley
Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hamilton, June 10.
Mr. and Mrs. Lorenzo Banks, Mr. arid Mrs. Omego Town- NAACP at Jackson, Miss., last dent only a few hours before
this disgraceful crime ocLeo.
Jackson, 105 S. Parkway east; 1261 Mallory; boy. James Earl. Mr. ,nri Mrs. Edward Bow- 2.173 Ketchum; boy, Ezekiel. send, 3152 Alta; girl, Edythe week.
In offering the reward, Whit- curred.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mont- girl, lse1ia Dianne.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Sey- den, 1618 Carpenter; boy, Ed- Mr. and Mrs. Roosevelt Michelle.
ney
M.
Young, Jr., executive "The
National Urban
gomery, 217 Bickford; boy, June 5.
mour, 1529 Orr; girl, Brenda
Terrence.
Sims, 907 S. Fourth; boy, Reg- Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. ThomRene Cosmos.
Mr. and Mrs. William Tip- Fay.
as. 909 Mt. Pisgah; boy, Ken- director of the National Ur- League, through personal conMr. and Mrs. Clyde R. Bu- in.1d.
ban League, issued this state- tributions made by its TrusMr. and Mrs. Fred Moore, ton, Jr., 5062 Hillbrook; boy, June 8.
'elrfl. 1440 Alcy; girl, Shuna Mr. and Mrs. Jc.lin E. Jack- neth.
tees, offers a reward of $1,000
642 Washington, Apt. 1; boy, Keith Bernard.
son, ,054 Patton; boy, John
Mr. and Mrs. William P. ment:
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curry, Yvette.
Fred Calvin.
June 8.
1411 Austin; girl Bevorly Kay, Mr and Mrs. Arthur Fink's Eris II.
Walker, 973 LeMoyne; girl, "The assassination of this for the arrest and conviction
dedicated fighter for the of -those responsible for the
May 29.
"-nitre Michelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis V. Clark. Mr. and Mrs. McKinney 117 Commerce; girl, Angelia June 12.
rights of his fellow Negro murder of Medgar W. Evers."
Mr. and Mrs. Fred ..Tqinon, Jr., 319-F S. Wellington; girl, Boyd, 368 Lauderdale; girl. Renee,
Mr. and Mrs. Augusta Allen, Jun. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Payne, 981 citizens is a tragic example
Jr., 1041 N. Seventh at.; boy, Vesta Rhonita.
Karen Dianne.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Brow- 366 N. Manassas; boy. Ricky.
-4N
of the lengths to which unJeffrey Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hard- Mr. and Mrs. Heaver Webb. lev 996 Walk; boy, Edward
Mr. and Mrs. Joe H. Tate, Mosby; boy, Michael Wayne.
bridled
hatred
and
the
bruRonnie.
Teresa
boy,
ing.
Ethlyn;
boy,
Brian
girl,
Britton;
Mr. and Mrs. James L Smith,
May 31.
1460
Earl.
551 Arrington;
1447
Lynette.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam A. Walker Keith.
, Mr. and Mrs. Houston Cal- Mr. and Mrs. Henry L. 333 Ayers; boy, Edgar Louis. talities of bigotry can go un(Continued From Page 1)
704 E. Waldorf; boy, Reginald
Mr. arid Mrs. Fred A. How- Mr. and Mrs. Henry C. mar- houn, 2136 Lyons; girl, Anna Mitchell. 2309 Warren; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Luther W. less drastic measures are taken
to avert the conditions that
Ashley.
Ruby Jean.
ell, 2589 Supreme; girl, Paula tin, 1149 Vollentine; girl, TamPritchard, 2528 Dexter; girl,
es, came over and snatchoi
have spawned them.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Harris, Anita.
Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow M. Mr. and Mrs. Alfred C. Beverly.
mie Rejeane.
me into the street.
"All
of
us
who
have
bat1390 Doris; boy, Rodney Neal. At JOHN GAS1ON
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Town- Coleman, 1 108 Looisville; boy. Brooks, 26 W. Fay; girl, Pam- Mr. and Mrs. James L. JackBEATING BEGAN
son, 103 Simpson; girl,'Rhonda tled throughout the years for The force of the movement
ela Juanita.
Mr. and Mrs. Isiah Rowser, stOSPTTAL:
Woodrow Marcus III.
sel, 191 Vaal; boy, David.
the concepts for which Mr.
Hips
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby H. Pat- Mr. and Mrs. Jesse M. Gard- Yvette.
1168 Pond; girl, Yvette Louise. June 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Otis
off my camera.
Even has given his life, share took the top
Mr. nnri Mrs. Theodore Dor- 765 Tate; boy, Larry.
terson, 539 Detro; twins: girl, ner, 89,8 Dallas; boy, Cortney
Mr. FMI Mrs. Herbert R,
trying to retrieve
June 1.
for allowing the As I was
the
blame
Marcellus.
policeman came over and
Mr. and Mrs. Willie C. Cox. sey, 837 Fields; a girl.
Mr. and Mrs. Georae Butler. Dianne; boy, David.
Haley, 707 Savoy; boy, Dadrick
conditions that resulted in his it, a
Mr. and Mrs. Richard E. Doren.
began beating me with night2271 Shasta; girl, Sharon De- Mr. and Mrs. Allen Hull. 305 496 Florida; boy, Keith An- June 11.
death to have reached that
Mr. and Mrs. Israel Howard, Hudson, 180 W. Mallory; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Norah Stuckey,
sticks, and ushering me toModder; boy, Ricky Darnell.
onio.
nise.
stage of brutish lawlessness.
Renita Antoinette.
390 McEwen; girl, Beverly
ward the truck. It appeared
Mr. and Mrs. James Faulk- Mr. and Mrs. Pervis L. Mc- Mr. and Mrs. Elmond Pryor, 388 Butler; a boy.
This sort of tragedy must
that every officer between the
1209 Keating; boy, James Lee. Mr. and Mrs. Joe N. Ward, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence W. Yvonne.
ner, 1425 Starr. girl, Tonya Cain, 2226 Kerr; girl, Inell.
never happen again.
Mr. and Moe. Willie Fl, Hv• "If the perpetrators of this spot that I was taking pictures
man, 632 Mosby; girl, Sharon senseless killing believe that from and the truck joined in
beating me. The only way to
Denise.
escape the blows was to get
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C.
in the truck as fast as one
Votes. 755 Randle; boy, Albert
Now 9 LeeseIons
could.
Carl Jr.
To Soil,* You
It was only after. I got inMr. and Mrs, Walter Ivory,
side the truck that I discover•Crowell at Barron
2177 Stovall; twins: girl, Donna
ed I had been hurt to the ex-(Ak
Faye; boy, Donald Renee.
•McLernore at Neptune
tent that I was bleeding from
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A a cut on my forehead.
•Ceopikr at Central
persons
some
1.000
sit-down
by
There were about 1,4 per•Quince at Silo Isle
in Greensboro's main intersec- sons alerady inside the truck
•Macon at Wells Station
tion on June 6 prompted May- when I got in, and four of us
•Surnm•r at National
or David Schenck to take a were shedding blood.
•Chelsea at Thema'
positive stand on making this A white man who was shovcommunity an open city. The ed in after I was was bleeding
•Northgate Shopping Ctr.
demonstration was coordinated from cuts on the back of his
OPENING THURSDAY
THRU TUES. JUNE 25
by Greensboro CORE.
head. His collar was drenched
NATIONAL at JACKSON
We ters•rv• the right to limit
After making some 280 ar- with blood.
rests, police gave up trying to He had on a black armband
A number of Memphians quash the demonstration in this in mourning for Medgar Evhave been invited by Vice manner. The remainder of the ers, and I later learned that
sit-downers remained seated he was from Brooklyn.
President Lyndon B. Johnson
on the street until the demon- JABBED STICKS
to attend 2 one-day confer- stration ended.
While those of us who had
ence by the President's Com- Afterwards Jesse Jackson, been arrested were sitting
mittee On Equal Employment head of the student body at there and demonstrators were
being rounded up, police near
Opportunity, set for Wednes- A&T College, who along with
Farmer. national CORE the truck kept jabbing at us
day, June 26 at the Sheraton- James
director, had led a number of to keep us herded inside.
Jefferson Hotel in St. Louis, the mass marches through town
Some of the women asked
Mo.
was arrested for "inciting to for shoes and handbags which
they had lost in the streets.
Among Memphians invited riot." Reason for the resumpin Greensboro and the police picked them
are Thaddeus T. Stokes, edi- tion of action
Mayor Schenck's indeci- from the streets and threw
tor of the Tri State Defender, was
slightsiveness which had caused them inside without the
Whittier A. Sengstacke, Sr.,
to lag far behind est regard for ownership.
Greensboro
general manager; Atty. H. T.
pulled off,
and other North Caro- After the truck
Lockard, Lawrence S. Wade, Durham
the driver drove fast and made
You'll Find More than 5.000 Items in our store and every one is DISCOUNT PRICED to Save You Money—Are You one of thousands
cities.
lina
Mas,..oe A. Walker, H. A. Gilstops to add to the disthe June 6 sit- sudden
of Memphis Homemakers who have discovered Real Cash Savings at Big "D"?
If Not, Don't let Another Shopping day pass
ian, Mrs. Richard White, Rev, Following
comfort of those who had
down, however, the mayor for
James A. McDaniel, Atty. Rusbeen arrested.
without taking advantage of BIG "D" 's LOW DISCOUNT PRICES—SEE FOR YOURSELF—REMEMBER, IT'S THE TOTAL SAVINGS THAT
a firm stand
sell Sugarmon, Mrs. Maxine the first time took
En route to the Fairgrounds
on desegregation and Greens.
Smith, Frank Kilpatrick, O.
REALLY COUNT!
I was concerned about what
CORE called-off demoniboro
Z. Evers, Rev. Alexander
might happen to the pictures
strations.
Gladney, Atty. S. A. Wilbun,
I had made during the arrests,
He stated: "I say to you who
Jesse H. Turner, Dr. Hollis
and one young woman said,
own and operate places of pub- "Give me the film, and I will
Price.
lic accommodation in the city, hide it for you. They don't
the hotels, motels and restau- search women."
rants, that now is the time to COME OUT
BIG "D" GRADE "A"
CALIFORNIA SUNKIST
FARM FRESH
throw aside the shackles of past
When we arrived at the
customs. Selection of custom- Fairgrounds, in an area that
ers purely by race is outdated, looked more like a stockade,
morally unjust and not in the truck stopped, and a pokeeping with either democratic liceman came around to the
USDA Insp.
or Christian philosophy."
Do z
back and said, "All right, we
Lb
Whole
want this nigger photographer
to come on out. What did
you do with the film? We
know that you gave it to one
or them nigger women."
GOLDEN RIPE
When I explained that I
BIG "0" SELECT
RIRDSEYE SLICED
was not familiar with the othier persons on the truck and
did not know who had hidden
it, the officer said, "Well, we
will search all of these nigger
Mature,
1 Lb.
women 'til we find it."
Automobile,
Furniture
Lb
Western Beef Lb.
They called a Negro woman
Pkg.
Signature
dressed in a blue uniform and
There la a reason why eitepl•
hed her search the women
lik• to do business with us. You,
until she found the rolls of
fee, will like our a/agates treatfilm. In the meantime they
ment and desire to help you.
gave me a top of the head
"Open Thurstitty end Friday
PILLSBURY or BALLARD
BLUE PLATE
to bottom of the foot search,
Might• Until 7100 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1,00
CALL US BEFORE YOU to make sure that I had not
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
concealed any film on my perARE EMBARRASSED
Herne Op•reted
Home Own•d
son.
DIXIE
HEAD TO WALL
Sweetmilk or
8 Oz
10C Off
Afterward they pushed me
FINANCE COMPANY
Jar
Qt.
Mature
toward a man who was takW. lik• to soy yes to your
Buttermilx
Car
deal
Western Beef Lb
ken request"
CALL
ing the names and addresses
Examined end Supsirrised by
of persons who had been arth• State Department of
rested. When I got to the one
Insurene• and Banking.
that I thought was designated,
2 LOCATIONS
the man said, "Nigger, that
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
SW IFT'S ALLSWEET
151 S. Main, JA 7-1511
white man didn't tell you to
152 Madison, JA 5-7111
come over here. Get on over
to that table."
After they got our names,
they made us stand with our
Starts SATURDAY!
2C Off
heads
lib
against the wall for an
100%
JUNE 22
15 Oz
hour.
Lb.
Deal
Pkg
One Big Week!
Pure
Then we were transported
Can
back downtown to the jail.
NOW...ADD A MOTION PICTURE TO THE WONDERS OF THE WORLD! It was after we got there that
we were fed, and I observed
that the food was better seasoned than it had been in
HARTS WONDER COLONIAL
HORMEL or BIG "V BRAND
Memphis jails.
Four hours after I was arrested, a turnkey came to the
cell where a number of us
v. HAROLD HECHT New.,
were lodged and called my
I kJ
14 Oz
1 Lb
name.
loaf
One of the demonstrators
Can
Pkg.
told me, "Don't you get hap/1/171111/ EASTMANCOLOR
py. They are only calling you
to take your fingerprints."
P was released after Thad— PLUS —
GARDEN FRESH
deus T. Stokes, Tri-State DePRIDE OF ILLINOIS
DOOM'S TENNESSEE PRIDE
fender editor and William C.
NOTHING
Little, signed for me.
The police gave me my film
COULD MATCH
4.. Poniogioo's Production
and my camera, but I found
THE TORPEDO
out that they had exposed the
film that I had taken of them
HELL OF THE
beating the demonstrators. My
Can
C ,3 n
VALIANT'
oat had been torn during the
beating they gave me.
o have derided to file a
WEDNESDAY AT CO P. M.
$100,000 damage suit against
"AMATEUR NIGHT ON BEAI.E"
the State of Mississippi for
NAT D. WILLIAMS, M. C.
false arrest.

urban 'eague utters i,
For The Arrest Of Killer

StorkStop
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'Selection By Race
Is Outdated' Says
Greensboro Mayor

OPEN 9:00 A.M.
10:00 P.M.
MON. THRU SAT.
PRICES GOOD AT
ALL BIG "D"
FOOD STORES

Invited To Confab
By Vice President
Lyndon Johnson

DISCOUNT FOOD STORES
DISCOUNT PRICES ON ALL YOUR FOOD NEEDS
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DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT—PROVE IT TO YOURSELF!

LARGE EGGS

FRESH 374

LEMONS

FRYERS

39$

NEED
CASH!

23t

PEST

BANANAS

STRAWBERRIES

110t

33$

ROUND STEAK

65$

—Quick Loans—

EXTERMINATING CO.
TERMITES-ROACHES
WATER BUGS
RATS
Licensed and
Bonded

BISCUITS

MAYONNAISE

35t

7t

CHUCK
B0 ifi AK

'WE KILL TO LIVE'

49t

O.Z. EVERS

BOAT

MARGARINE

21$

CHAMP
DOG FOOD
6t

SWEET PEAS

•o, 13t

PORK si

Ph. FA 7-6033

GROUND

74

FRESH BREAD

1110$

CREAM STYLE CORN

1St

394

SLICED BACON

494

PORK SAUSAGE

494
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Memphians Sent
To New Bases
For Training

D

r Evers
IOW in
are in
r, they
crystal
short
onwide
proPresibefore
e oc-

Urban
al conTrus$1,000
viction
or the

LAcKLAND AFB, Tex. —
Two Memphis men are being
e ,si °fled to new bases to attend technical training courses
,,s
`allowiaa completion of United
tates Air Force basic military
'retninit her .
They are A.irman Rober:
"Writs Jr i-n 'of Mr nod Mrs.
Robert Helms, Sr.. of 1506 Ball
"'pod, an d A '.•in ti Wilehie L.
Polk, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Jesse W. Polk ,f 2322 Silver
at.
,
in'tn H
attend a
Airelm
course for communications operritioea sneciamtst., o' K 'ester
AFB, Miss. He attended LeMoeee collage.
Airman Polk will attend a
.oturse for refrigeration snecialists at Sheppard AFB, Tex.
Both airmen attended Hamilton High school.

•••*************••••••••••••••••••••••••••44
THERE IS TALK z,b.A.1, re-'take in the upcoming election.
b a desire
activating the Volunteer Com-'There appears to
for unity among
- lamong voters
mittee. a political glop
aevel al p. litical groups.
ganized immediately a f ter P:litical lead ri. take heed.
mode
Atty. nussell aiugaxia- n
JAMES METIFDITH is being
an unsuccessful run for City praised by some for the stateSomei
1959.
in
Commi,sioner
corning d mment he made co,
think it would be unwise to onstrations, last week. During
attempt to pump life bac't intol
the statement he said that
a dead horse.
women and children should not
AT I.EAST ONE compromise'be used in demonstrations in
was effected recently, when Mississippi.
Rev. W. C. Holrbes and alev.1 FRANK KILPATRICK go' a
Alexander Gladney were number of people wondering
named co-rha't-men t-f the f-ol what he wtll ç ,, u
whoa
Registration Drive. One group, name he w; call (tonight)
at frist Proposed that Rev. Wednesday. when he addre,aea
rolmes be named chairman the Walker Homes Civic club.
. I Rev. Gladney, vice chair- Kilnatei(k has let it be known
man. Another group wanted.that he will state his positions
just the opposite. Now both;"coneerning
demonstrations"
groups are happy.
in Memphis at this time. Some
A NUMBER OF VOTERS are peonle btlieve that Kilnatrick
becoming more and more con- will also reveal the names of
cerned about local political some other local leette-s o n d
groups and the stand they will the position they are taking. 1
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Negro Gets High Post
Office Anti -Bias Job
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City Ushers Plan
Program For June 30 Mie Collet Post '

COMETS
METEORS
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John Ronza's

'Pageant' Features
Snaulding's Story
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ONE STOP COMPLETES YOUR WANTS
FOR A DAY OF ENJOYMENT FOR THE

Prices Starting Al
$1895.00 $95" Down
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OCCASION
NIC-NAC GROCERY
LINE and SINKER SHOP OPEN 24 HOURS
RE 5-1197
2222 EAST BROADWAY
NOT THE LARGEST - JUST THE NICEST

SPECIALS

ON UNION

FISHING POLES

THE BI6 MECURY SUPERMARKET

COLLAPSIBLE FISH -BASKETS

939 UNION AVENUE
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YMCA Resident Wrote,
Published Early Jazz

Anothei step foiward in l followed within 24 hours by
maintaining equal opportuni- cancellation 4f their contracts
Young is a native of Tuscaties for postal employees under
WILCHIE POLK
the administration of Postmas- loosa, Ala. Like Strachan, he
ter General J. Edward Day is a colltge graduate. an Arm,
was chalked up recently with veteran and a career postal
Aiw the appointment of George W. employee. Under regional di
Watching 7l -year-old Sam-,1 believed that it would e a
fir Young as acting special as- rector Donald L. Swanson he
sistant for employee relations w'll handle labor-manaaement
uel H. Sims stroll alone Beale hit, and so we kept it for our
in the Post Office Department's and other personnel matters
street, one would never sus- ,own publishing house," he
for same 60 000 employees in
Chicago region.
pect that Ile had ever played
a part in the musical history of
Making the announcement, the Chicago region, covering
DAUGHTERS
FIVE
AND
GRAD
LeMOYNE
Among the other songs he
the fast-fading avenue.
Day pointed out that Young is TIllnois and Michigan.
t.• t
was graduated from LeMoyne early this
w 're "I'Lu C
Mr. and Mrs. James V. Autry of 1476
the second Negro to serve at Young started in the Postal
But Sims not only played composed
month and will be a teacher in the city
this personnel level in the De- Service as a window clerk inI Dixie Avenue. both recent graduates of Lejazz on Beale; he ale. corn. What You Want Right Here"
system in September. The daughters are,
Moyne College, are the proud parents of
Hai '
partment's regional setup. the Detroit post office in 1946
posed it, and is one of the few ,and
left to right: Constance, 6; Sherry, 5:
five daughters. Mr. Autry was graduated
musi"iy-4 still vitelind that Sims thinks that "second
Three weeks ago he or tounced and rose ,in ugh the ranks to
Karen, 3; Gay, 2, and Janet, 4. — alma%
In 1962 and is a member of the faculty
the appointment of John R. his most recent position as
played under the baton of the rate Ny k is omit',
Ju.
the re- Compensation and Awards Of- at Douglass High School. Mrs. Narvene J.
os assiston.
Bros. Photo)
late W. C. Bondy.
Straw
by the majority of musicians,
duother
emone
New
gional director for the '
" where
Autry, shown here with their daughters,
Possessed with a sharp mem- Jut I t:on't. tiavit any cornties he administered employee
York region.
a.y. Sims remember.: vividly plaints about Nat Cole, Duke
Denarteneat'-,
benefits and
ROSE FROM RANKS
his early days of band playing Ellington and 13rook Benton."
140
In further implementation incentive award program.
Maitellk, and recalled the Now retired, he is a perHELMS
ROBERT
Dethe
tor
of President Kennedy's direc- While working
OP, Abe
days he belonged to the R. H.
1;Sicir.
/11,11
he
ott-nded
tive for equality of opportuni'Socks hand in Vicksburg. Scharff branch of the YMCA
Deof
to
letters
University
sent
the
at
classes
ty. Day also has
Miss.
here, and he likes walking as
Maaaa Cue
d
10,000 postal contract stations fro', ^rae-tine
Snea l'ing of the hand. he a form of exercise.
married
is
He
1961.
notifyin
Laude
country
the
throughout
said, "It was one of the finest Those walks frequently turn
ing them that complaints of ra- end litres ot 2660 °Amen
in the South. We played at out to be "a stroll through
cial discrimination would be Court, Detroit.
BANGKOK. Thailand —
Forty superior high school Henry Ambrose and Shirley
!some of the best affairs in Mis- Memory Lane" Beale Street
.
juniors and seniors are attend- Walker of Douglass; Fredric 1 Airman Third Class Richard L. ATLANTA --- Clarence R. Iisissippi. We played at the is his Memory Lane.
Haymore of 2605 Connecticut Weekes has been elected presi-lGovernor's Mansion and also ing a Summer Training Pro- Hooks and Otis Yette of
,st., Gary, Ind., is now particiNa-'for Teddy Roosevelt when he
rj
Be a
no
gram sponsored by the Na- ton; Johnie Cathey of Tate pating in the largest air-ground dent of the Clark College
thelcame to Vicksburg."
The;
tional
Alumni
Association.
and
Dotson
Elaine
County;
at
tional Science Foundation
ldefense exercise ever held by
PUBLISHED MUSIC
made
at
was
announcement
LeMoyne College. The six- Pearlie Sutton of Lester; Les- lSoutheast Asia Treaty OrganSims said that he first met
\4
recent annual meeting of thelHandy in 1916, about four
Family
week course continues through ter Fleming of Mt. Pisgah; ization (SEATO) nations.
United
a
Haymore,
Airman
association and followed vot-lyears after he came to MemJames Holmes of Mitchell;
July 20.
States air policeman permanWHOLE /AILK
native Mississip111 MODIFIED
Every thing is free to the Willie Lee, Leon Sanders and ently assigned to Misawa AB ing by Clark alumni through-inhis from his
make
and
FOR
pi, and he was engaged as
SKIM MILK
participating students, includ- Martha Walker of Carver at Japan, is among 24,000 troops'out the nation.
'Jriteler. Band concerts onain ,
VIGOR
FOR "FIGURE"
ing tuition, books, lunch, trav- Brownsville; Rebecca Little- deployed here from
FEAT() An active participant in Sunday
were popular, and the ,
a
of
McCuin
Jerome
pohn and
el and special tours.
countries for the exercise.
Clark's Alumni affairs foi 1 rouciCiAnS played in a number
The program is under di• Melrose; Edith Peterson and
reeneuvcies. named Ex- many years, Weekes was pres- of perks.
The
rection of Dr. W. W. Gibson, John Rankin of Carver in ercise Dhanarajata, are co- ident of the association Prior
Later he teamed up with
professor of biology and chair- Memphis. and Alma Williams ani-ieseeert
ThailanJ and the to his resignation in 1959. He
popular band
man of the natural science di- and Dorothy Williams of Ham- United States to give staff had been president of the as- Curtis JoEnson, a
leadeur.s.icand the nair organized
a
ilton.
vision at LeMoyne.
mete beas arid 'coon the -poor- sociation for four years and
music publishing house. It
The faculty consists of Dr. tunity to plan and work to- saccaecfs Io.y. M. J.
TWO GROUPS
Wynn. ws during this neriod that
cl-fense tratnine
The students are divided in- Gibson and Harold Twigg, ge"—r
The
Gammon
of
president
Sims mwyrote the "Beale Street
to two groups, one majoring biology; Dr. John Buehler, The airman, son of Mrs. logical siminary.
"tummy
in biology and the other in chemistry, and Sterling rthel Bevrnore of 050 Texat• Other officers elected for
"Handy offered to buy the
chemistry. Both groups, how- Adams, mathematics. Assisting st., Memphis, is a graduate of
two year terms are Henry song from me, but Curtis and
ever, are required to attend the professors are Earline Hus- Tinoke,
) T. Washington High
presivice
Caldwell, second
ton, Steve Taylor and Alois school.
classes in mathematics.
dent, Washington, D. C.; Miss
Bera.
Chemistry students a r e:
Anne H. Wright, Atlanta,
Hrlen Barnett, Rosie Flagg,
'reasurer• and Mr. Gladys
CAN YOU USE
Joyce Hardaway and Lonnie
Jackson Weekes, New York,
Stevenson of Shelby County
corresponding sccretary.
MORE
Training school: Margie BlakeDr. W. W. Gibson, who fmore, John Hamilton,Tommieis being planned
proaram
A
fered severe acie burns of the Risky Miner
stifle Jones and Barbara Lewis
by the City Ushers for Sunday, hands, face, right arm and leg
of Lester; Carolyn Clark of
NOTTINGHAM, England —
BapMetronolitan
at
30,
June
GROUND FLOOR
February, returned (UPI) — William Martin, 60,
Booker T. Washington; Levi
ave., in early
Walker
767
church,
tist
STERICK BUILDING
col- a miner for 40 years, was
Davis, Philip Jackson, Faye
announces to his post at LeMoyne
m..
p.
3
at
starting
'WHERE OINKS Uhl YOU
White and Gwendolyn Wrushlege last week to direct the fined $56 and banned from
Bessie King, publicity
GET PRNIRINI/Al
en of Mitchell High: Ronald Mrs.
National Science Foundation's the coal industry because he
SIRVICI'
chairman.
H000ks and Otis Yette of
summer training program for took cigarettes and matches
Father Bertrand; Joanne Mc- The featured speech is ex- talented high school students. into a mine.
Coy, William Stanback a n d nected to be delivered by Rev. Dr. Gibson ir professor of
Margaret Tunstall of Melrose, S. A. Wet dell, pastor of Shady biology and chairman of the
and Joe Williams of Barrett's Grove Baptist church.
natural science division at LeChapel.
Rev. W. C. Holmes, pastor of Moyne.
the
is
church,
Beulah
Baptist
BIOLOGY STUDENTS
In the biology group are: supervisor of the ushers, and
Albert Allen, Elijah Noel and Charlie Walton is the presiElla Pope of Father Bertrand; dent.
IC 6-7573
2159 CENTRAL AT COOPER
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BEALE STREET COMPOSER
sunnier II. Sims, 71-year-old retired musician, is seen
here during a stroll through Handy Park on Beale and
Handy.
the statue erected of his old band leader. W.
Sims, • native of Mississippi and son of a minister, has
lived In the area since 1912. — (Withers Photo)

35c and 50c
$3.95
FISHING LICENSE FOR THE
TRIP or ANNUAL

Mark J. Greenberg, director
public relations of MacFadden - Bartell Corporation, hag
announeed the publication of
an article which will appear
in the July issue of PAGEANT
magazine featuring a complete
life
s story of North Caroline
'
Mutual's President Ma T.
Spateding.

CENTRAL AVE. LIQUORS
MIXED CASES AT A CASE PRICE!
Ror

,,. LARGE PARKING AREA
"SHOP CENTRAL — AND SAVE"

Great
Favorites in

\MEMPHIS/
K
4,..

eY s
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North Carolina
To Pay Dividends
The North Cai olina Mutual
Life Insurance Company of
Durham, N.C., has just announced that it will pay a dividend to all former Unity Mutual Life Insurance, company
of Chicago policyholders holding policies issued prior to
July 1, 1958 and which are
still in force on a premium
paying basis as of July I, 1963.
The North Carolina Mutual
reinsured the business of the
Unity Mutual as of December
19, 1962.
The dividend will vary according to the plan of policy
and length of time in force.
Credit for the amount of the
dividend will be in the form of
premium payment on the policy. The total amount is expected to exceed 240,000.
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Dr. Daniel G. Hill, Jr., of Howard University; U.S. Senator
en. The in-coming president
JUNE EVENTS
Hugh Scott of Pennsylvania (center); and Dr. Kenneth B.
June is bursting out all over was also elected to represent
Clark of the College of the City of New York, receive
with activiLy in Jackson. The the Jackson Alumnae cnapter
I know you must be very honorary degrees at the 109th Commencement at Lincoln
By CARLoTTA WATSON
State Federation of Women's as official delegate at the 50th
uncomfortable under the cir- University.
'Clubs got off to a good start anniversary national meeting
Counselor
cumstances, and in your case
Tuesday at 11 A. M. in the In New York City in August.
S. T. Washington High School I don't know what you can do,
Lane College Auditorium with Other aorors are also expected
Musing:
but tell him to get you a house
County side, paid a $16 fine
many delegates attending. The to attend.
LOST TALENT: A great deal and MEAN IT.
and cost each in Judge Odeon
a
extended
was
delegation
JUNE BRIDE
f talent is lost in the world Your husband is young . .
Craig's court in Lauderdale
very cordial welco.ne on bahalf In the midst of June brides
for want of a little courage. in fact both of you are .. . and
'County. All were charged with
of the city of Jackson by R. L. was the cute, petite Suzzanne
Every day sends to their graves he, as head of the house, must'
Patey. Commissi ner of Haalth Ford, daughter of Mrs. Gerpossessing illegal fishing depeople timidly prevented from be shocked into the realization
and Education, and Dr. C. A. iiud Ford and Ale late Mr. A.
making a first effort; who, If that he is a family man and
vice (telephone).
Kirkendoll, president of Lane C. Ford. Leading up to the big
they could have been induced not just grandmother's grandOfficers working with Acting
college. The state president, event of the season when she
to begin, would in all prob- son, only.
Bourne included
Supervisor
Mrs. Cora B. 2obiasaii of Chat- became the bride of Herman
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Alcorn College's
Football Line-Up

LOHMAN, Miss. — Alcorn
A & M college is ready with
its 1963 football schedule, according to E. E. Simmons,
athletic director. Below is the
schedule:
Sept. 14 — Mississippi Ind. —
Clarksdale.
Sept. 21 — Grambling — Alcorn.
Sept. 28 — Wiley — Marshall
Oct. 5 — Rust — Holly Springs
Oct. 12 — Jackson State —
Jackson.
Oct. 19 — Texas Southern —
Houston.
Oct. 26 — Southern University
(HC) — Baton Rouge.
Nov. 2 — Arkansas AM&N
(HC) — Alcorn.
Nov. 9 — Mississippi Voc. —
Alcorn.
Nov. 16 — Prairie View —
Alcorn.
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Will See Red
CANTERBURY, ',ngland —
(UPI) — Dr. Hewlett Johnson,
89, the former Red Dean of
Canterbury, has moved into a
new home with Red floors
and red wallpaper. He calls
it the Red House.
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Clubs To Hold
'Family Night'
The North Shelby. County
Democratic and Civic clubs
have made plans for a program entitled "Family Night"
Theme of the program will
be "A Bigger and Better Cornmunity."
The program has been set
for Wednesday, June 26 at
Hammond
Grove
Baptist
Church in Arlington at 7:30
p.m.
The main speakers will be
Mrs. Gertrude Turner, and
Rev. Alexander Gladney, both
of Memphis.
Chairman of the program
is H. R. Bolton, Democratic
club secretary is Mrs. 011ie
Young. Civic club secretary is
Mrs. Cora Yancy.

East End Flower
Club To Install
New Officers
50th ANN!V
Fifthieth Wedding Anniversary of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
R. Sales, 144 Ingle Ave., was celebrated with an openhouse party recently. Above, Mrs. Sales is seated and
her husband stands immediately behind her. They are
surrounded by their three daughters and one son. At
the left are Mrs. Marguerite Henderson, and Mrs.
Gladys
Dampeer, at the. right are, Herbert Salzs and Mrs. Estelle
McKee. Mr. and Mrs. Sales were married May 24, 1913
in Desoto County, Mississippi. They esti:Wished residence
in Memphis in 1924. They were childhood sweethearts.

Sales is employed as a farmIabor hauler, a job he has
held continuously for 36 years in Memphis. They have
12 grandchildren, and 13 great-grandchildren. About 60
guests attended the annhersary party. Many gifts were
received by the couple. A four-tier cake, decorated with
a bride-and-groom, dominated a table laden with party
foods. The cake was made by Mrs. Herbert Sales, a
daughter-In-lau. Another cake, shaped like a lamb, was
baked by the honoree's daughter, Mrs. Dampeer.

•Boy Scouts To Hold Olympic Meet: At U. S. Air Force Base June 22

Cub Scouts of the Central ;leaders are expected to attend.
.ii of theSmith, and Mrs. Bertha SanDivision, Chickasaw Council,;The program will consist of planning committee is Mrs.
ders.
are making plans to participate'races and ganics based on Geraldine Best. Other nem-1
The Boy Scouts of the Cenin the first annual Cub Scout physical fitness. A film will bers of the committee are Mrs.ltral Division,
Chickasaw CounOlympic which is scheduled for be shown to
climax the event. VOiness Morr,., Daniel Durr,lcil, plan to climax its annual
Saturday, June 22, at the U. S. All Scouts and pineuts are exMrs. Irene Gleeden, George'financiql campaign with a rally
Air Force Base on Democrat pected to bring
lunch baskets. Green, Douglas Anding. l,ucious to be held Sunday, June 30, at
rd,
The events will st,rt sharply Gibson, Roscoe Partee, Frank Beulah Baptist church, 2409
All Cub Scouts, parents and ,at 9 a. m., and will continue Taylor, Mrs. Mary C. Jones Douglass
ave., at 3:30 p. m.

The Carnation

Milk company of Los
Angeles was one of 14 companies cited by

the National Association of Market Developers for having given active attention to
the Negro market for 20 or more years,
and awards were given them during the
tenth annual conference in Washington,
D. C. In lower panel Aliss Everlyn B.
Winder, consumer consultant for Carnation

company in Baltimore is shown receiving

ALA OPENING! JUNE 21

\----------N,. _

20-year award from
professor of marketing at Howard university•
and co-founder of NAMD and member of
its board of directors. In above photo she
is seen viewing citation with William G.
Porter, St, Louis, retiring president: Moss
Kendrix, NAMD founder and chairman of
its board; and Bernard Walker, Carnation Milk company, Houston. Tex.

When the East End Flower
club elected officers recently,
Mrs. Paul Jones was named
president. She replaced Mrs.
Ethel McMurtrey who had held
the presidency of the club 15
years. Mrs. McMurtrey was
elected treasurer.
Other officers elected were:
Mrs. Lillian Bowles, vice president; Mrs. Susie Huggins and
Mrs. Angie Campbell were reelected secretaries, and Mrs.
Hattie B. Muse, chaplain.
The election was held during
a regular meeting at the home
of Mrs. Rosie Dean on David
St., at which Mrs. Angie Campbell was co-hostess. Election
officer was Mrs. Bowles.
The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday, June 27, at
the home of Mrs. Elizabeth
Taylor, 781 Marianna st. Mrs.
Huggins will be co-hostess.
The newly elected officers will
he installed by Mrs. Ona Mae
Hunt. Mrs. Bowles is the club
reporter.
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The clear implication is that -there are
die-hard white people and "never-die"
Negro people who are willing and even
anxious to go to any length to see that
their points of view prevail. It is a fair
assumption in defining extremist about
race, that there are white Americans,
North and South, who would rather see
every Negro in Christendom consigned to tip
the bottomless pits of hell rather than
concede his right to social, political, and
economic equality. On the other side it
is a safe assumption that there are Negroes
in the nation who will contend, even to
the point of violence, for equality NOW
in every phase of the national life. Maybe
it's a safe assumption that the extremists,
black and white, are willing to tear up
this nation, rather than make any compromises.

SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA

Ian The Racists Be Salvaged?
There has always been element of
comedy as well as tragedy in the
stupid institutions of Jim Crow
which were concocted in the South
after the Civil War to maintain the
shadow if not the substance of slavery. Some of the inane legislation
passed in the rush to maintain racial
barriers was ridiculous in the extreme. Unfortunately we here in
America being too close to the situation often could not enjoy or appreciate the comical aspects of these
restrictive laws.
Certainly to foreigners, some of
Dixie's ways must be good for laughs
— the notion that a drop of Negro
blood in anyone's ancestry made one
a Negro, completely outweighing the
so-called superior white blood, the
cockeyed notion that use of the same
public comfort stations was somehow
demeaning to whites, ad infinitum.
Today as some of these petty stupidities begin to vanish from the
scene under the massed assault of
determined integrationists, we can
perhaps gaze overseas to view at a
distance with a sense of humor some
of the laughable aspects of Jim Crow,
or apartheid as it is called in the last
and most stalwart citadel of racism
in the world today — the Union of
South Africa.
The London Observer has done a
survey of some of the apartheid nonsense and reported its most comical
aspects. For instance, there was the
law introduced in the Transvaal to
provide for apartheid in dry cleaning
to make certain whites are not
"tainted" by any kind of contact with
native Africans by having their
clothes cleaned in the same machines.
Similarly legislation was enacted to
make certain that head cloths used
on airplane seats should be kept
apart for whites and Africans. Perhaps there was a fear that a modicum
of common sense might be imparted
to white heads if they rested where
an African head had been before.
Hand r shaking with Africans was
tabooed by the minister of Bantu
education, lest "this process should
lead eventually to social equality."
And at the time he promulgated the
rule, the minister confessed abashedly that he had sinned twice and
shaken hands with Africans inadvertently before he realized that he
was committing a heinous crime under South African social custom.
In the wine-growing town of Paarl,
police enforce a law which provides
that alassos used for white and nonwhite patrons must not only be

washed separately, but also dried
with se:aerate towels.
On and on it goes — laughable in
the extreme and yet so tragic, the
graphic picture of seemingly intelligent men stooping to the most nonsensical extremes to prove, assert
and establish their "racial superiority," and yet with every move proving beyond the question of a doubt
how inferior, insecure and inane they
are.
Unfortunately, howeve r, once
caught in the vortex of racism, once
trapped in the swirling emotions of
fear and hate engendered by racial
prejudice, there is no longer left any
ability to see, to reason, to act rationally. The victim is too much embroiled, too close to the scene of his
own crimes to be able to work his
way out of the maze of contradictions which he himself has constructed.
That is primarily what has happened to white men of the South.
Because they are trapped by the
Jim Crow cliches of the past which
have permeated their everyday life,
they are unable anymore to face the
problem of race relations with intelligence or logic. And yet oddly so many
Southerners, when they leave their
native states and move into other
climes, often become decent, ordinary men of good will. But back
home, they again become conformists, going along or even becoming
leaders in the suppression of civil
rights for Negroes.
Can these Southerners be salvaged
for humanity? Can they ever learn
the lessons of past supermen of history, from the Romans to the Germans of the Hitler era?
. As long as humans hold sway over
earth and seek to shape its future
destiny, there must always be hope—
even in Dixie and in the jungle recesses of racism in South Africa.
The words of a late South African
journalist, who crusaded against
apartheid before his death, poignantly convey that needed spirit of hope.
In a codicil to his will, Christopher
Gell wrote:
"I should like my body to be cremated at a service and my ashes
scattered in the bay on whose strong
tides no men can impose the bestiality of apartheid.
"One day our shores will be
cleansed on this ghastly aberration
and then the sea can wash me up
on the beaches of South Africa to
live in peace."

NOTWITHSTANDING
Thaddeus T. Stokes
NO HOOTINGS—PLEASE!
"I gave my best performance under
pressure" is a statement I jokingly
use whenever I am lauded for accomplishing a difficult task fast and
efficiently.
Whenever I use the term "performance" I think of the legitimate stage
and the cinema. Whenever I think of
the legitimate stage and the cinema.
I think of actors and actresses and
entertainers of all types, classifications, etcetera.
This history of, American actors,
actresses and entertainers has been
one—general speaking— free from
active, direct participation in the
various crisis which have rocked our
country: That is, ap long as the crisis
did not threaten their world of
"make-believe."
OVERTLY CONCERNED
Persons who people the entertainment world have not concerned themselves with various intra-United
States racial issues directly. I do not
have reference to the script of various
stage and film productions, which are
read by but not written by actors.
Some of the lines in scripts have
treated the race issue in America.
However, once off-stage, out of the
stage lights and from under the
grease-paint, actors and entertainers
have gone their merry way, letting
the racial issue rest upon the shoulders of the politicians.
However that picture is changing,
particularly among Negro actors and
actresses. They have a change of attitude — off-stage — toward the
racial problems in America. They are
overtly concerned. Among other
things, like common heritage, Negro
actors and actresses as well as entertainers, are being compelled7 to

participate directly into the racial
crisis to save their own necks. They
have been awakened in their "tinsel
world" by the rude reality of racial
discrimination.
RACIAL STRUGGLE
The American Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA)
knowing how "race discrimination"
has laid waste unestimable talent of
American Negroes recently took steps
to salvage some of it by publishing a
state of policy in which it declared
that "discrimination shall not be
practiced against any performer, or
any applicant .for employment as a
performer, because of, race, creed,
color or national origin."
Because they are discriminated
against in their profession, Negro
entertainers have joined the larger
Negro populous in its racial struggles.
This accounts for Lena Horne going
to Jackson, Miss., speaking out. This
was the motive behind Eartha Kitt's
vocal o_pposition in California. This
is what urged Dick Gregory to risk
his fame by going to Alabama and
Mississippi. A similar need for action prompted Harry Belafonte, Sidney Poitier, Sammy Davis, Jr., and
many others to take up the fight.
NO HOOTINGS
In a more literary sense, I will
say that Negro entertainers are now
a part of one of the most important
dramas of their whole careers. If they
fail to act and read their lines well,
they will be banished from the stage
forever by their own kind.
When the curtain rings down on
their careers, let the sounds they
hear be the applause of their people,
praising them for reading and acting
their part of this racial drama well.
Lct nc hooting; be heard for a poor
performance.

COMPROMISE NEEDED
And yet, compromise will have to be
made in the deal for the final solution
of the whole thing. There's going to have
to be some giving and some taking on
both sides . . . if the situation isn't to
fall into the hands of the extremists.
Now, it's true that the two most unpopular words in the English language so
far as many Negroes are concerned , are
"Go slow." Large numbers of vocal Negroes contend that the race has been going "slow" too long.

JACKIE ROBINSON

Will Marriage Hurt
Rockefeller's Chances?
THERE ARE a number of people talking about their feelings that Governor Nelson Rockefeller has destroyed his chances
for a try at the Presidency by getting
married.
We are aware of the sensitivity of
many Americans on the question of divorce and we will not get into a debate
on that issue
On the other hand, it seems to us that
there is a certain forthrightness in what
the Governor has done. He has let America
know that he loves this lady enough to
make her his wife and to brave whatever
consequences may result.
Certainly,, the governor is not naive
enough to have believed there would be
no consequences. Who knows what private griefs he has been through at reaching
the decision to end his first marriage to a
person for whom he obviously had once
cared very deeply? Who knows what
bruised feelings the course of events has
caused within his intimate family circles?
Personally, I do not want to believe
that the Republican Party or — for that
matter — the American people — would
overlook everything else about a man of
the Governor's record, background and
achievement purely because he made a
crucial personal decision.

Special Kind Of Courage
WE CALL what the Governor has
done an indication of the kind of courage

which makes him take steps he believes
to be right even if he knows they may be
unpopular. This kind of courage can make
the difference between a President who
allows wrongs to exist because he is afraid
of losing favor and a true statesman who
takes a stand which he believes to be just
and fair.
We agree with Emmet John Hughes
of Newsweek Magazine, who recently
pointed out that there are five "specifics"
about the Governor which cannot be ignored, regardless of what one's opinion of
his marriage may be.
1. His "record of passionate concern
and vigorous action in the crucial arena
of civil rights."
2. His "detailed competence in urban
affairs."
3. His "extensive experience in the executive branches" of both State and National government.
4. His uniqueness among Republican
leaders as one who has "articulated a coherent and mature political philosophy."
5. His "long and active acquaintance
with foreign policy and world affairs."
The great issues of the day —and we
make no bones about it that we consider
the civil rights issue the most critical and
the most pertinent to all the others —
make it the solemn duty of Americans
to choose wisely and with much care who
shall be their National political candidates
in 1964.

They hold that more than two hundred
years of chattel slavery and a hundred
years of semi-slavery have been long
enough ,to wait. They justify the "impatience" of the younger Negro who dreads
the prospect of enduring more years of
a traditional and customary history that
moves slower than a retreating glacier.
The cry is for immediate progress . . the
demand is for social, economic, and political justice "Now."

Equal attention should be given to d,efining white extremists. Was Governor
Wallace an extremist? How about Governors Faubus and Barnett? Are members
of the White Citizens Councils and members of the Black Muslims to be classified
as extremists and equated on the same
basis? Is President Kennedy an extremist
...in as much as he has delivered one of
the strongest speeches in behalf of the
Negro's progress since the Proclamation?
Should Roy Wilkins, Executive Secretary \
of tile NAACP, be called an extremist for
getting himself arrested in Jackson? How
should Jackie Robinson, Dick Gregory, Al
Hibbler, and other articulate Negroes on
the racial front be classified?
Maybe not. The mass demonstrations
were also provoking increased violence
... the demonstrators with bottles and
open defiance of law enforcement officers . . . lunatic fringe whites anxious to
engage in an open seasOn on Negroes...
men, women, and children.

US.

For most of us who have lived in this
century and attempted to keep current
with the restless surge toward that promised land of freedom, the name of, this man
has become a synonym of the word "respect."
I remember Mr. Randolph all down
my years of boy growing to man. I could
go to my files and tick off for you all the
movements he has fathered, all the projects he has initiated, all the causes he has
championed, all the battles he has generalled. But I need no files to refresh the
conclusion of my lifetime research that
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A Tall Man Named Ra:adolph

The room was crowded with personalities known all over America. Throw a
martini glass and you could hit a judge,
a high-ranking commissioner. You name
it.
Yet, I think every head turned as the
rumor leapt, like electricity gone mad,
that A. Phillip Randolph had come among

_
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EXTREMISTS?
The question here is whether or not
Negroes making such a demand are to
be classified as extremists. Medgar Evers
was a man who kept up a continuous
barrage against the walls of segregation
... was he an extremist? He never resorted to violence. He urged those who followed him to avoid it. He died without
raising his hand in physical violence.
He gambled his life on the Mississippi
white man's conscience. He put his faith
in the enduring strength of the American
Constitution . . . in the spirit of Christianity which he believed America possesses
... in the traditionally preached American
belief in democracy, freedom, justice, and
a government of laws and not of men.
Should Medgar Evers be classified as an
extremist for clinging to these beliefs
until he died?

ALFRED DUCKETT

AT A RECENT LUNCHEON of people concerned over civil rights (so you
know they were not only Negroes), a tall
man stepped into the room. His brown
face, whitened hair, powerful shoulders
and firm step marked him as a person of
that innate, inbred dignity which seems to
project from certain special people of this
earth who walk like kings, secure in the
love of the populace.

SAT,
1,‘

here is a moving spirit, the soul of integrity, the sterribut gracious nobleman of
human affairs whose finest consistency is
that he will not compromise.

Randolph Versus Roosevelt
I REMEMBER the thrilling days of
World War II when a beautiful unity
bound up the Negro people in their determination to participate in the war and
in the defense and in the peace to come—
not as stepchildren—but as heirs to the
American Dream.
Many men said many things. But the
stentorian, richly deep accents of A. Phillip Randolph roared across the land. With
a majestic finger, he called together every
major Negro leader in this country and,
like so many nobles and knights and
ladies, summoned by a monarch, they
came.
At one of the dizziest apexes of human
affairs in this country, A. Phillip Randolph, flanked by his fellow leaders, heard
a President say:
"Mr. Randolph, you must stop this agitation."
And Mr. Randolph replied in that arresting rumbling voice,
"Mr. President, you must halt discrimination."
The eyes and wills of two strong men
had locked and the moment was history.
For, within a niatter of hours, Franklin

Roosevelt had agreed to sign an executive
order providing for fair employment practices for every American.

Discrimination Still With Us
OTHER PRESIDENTS have come and IS
gone and signed orders and made pronouncements. But discrimination still
poisons our national system. And Mr.
Randolph is still saying to Presidents and
to labor chieftans and to Southern governors—in fact to the American conscience:
"You must halt discrimination."
As he steped into that room the other
day,,I looked upon a man whose face revealed that he is a weary warrior, unwilling to rest in the museum of his honors. I thought of the fact that here he was,
reporting for duty again.
His life companion had died but a few
days before and I wondered if it were
sacrilege to entertain the picture of this
tall man stepping across the evening bar
and standing at military attention, saying
In his deep voice to the Almighty, "Phil
Randolph reporting, Sir."
For as all men die, Phil Randolph will
die one day. I may not be around myself
when that happens. So this is my flower,
plucked from my garden of appreciation
and gratitude, to a man to whom the living and the non-born will forever be in
debt.
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WASHINGTON ed silently.
One woman made the sign o
— (UPI) — The body of Later, they fell in behind the the cross as the baggage cart
hearse to follow it on a 23.
slain integration leader block procession to the funeral went by, but must of the onMedgar Evers was met by home in northwest Washington. Icokers just stared.
On Wednesday, Evers, a vet- Clarence Mitchell, director of
some 1,000 persons w h o eran of
World War U, will be the Washington bureau of the
gathered at union station to es- buried in Arlington National
cort the hearse through the Cemetery with full military hon- NAACP, said that Evers' wife
N4ould arrive in Washington tostreets of the capital to a fu- ors.
neral home.
A field secretary for the day with her two children, DarThe flag-draped coffin was NAACP, Evers was slain by 171 and Denise.
on a barrage cart at the train a sniper Wednesday in the Approximately
115 police
.station and wheeled to the wait- driveway of his home in Jackflanked the crowd .as it gathering hearse. Bystanders watch- son, Miss.
ed for the procession. But the
group was orderly and quiet.
In response to a question,
Mitchell said he did not expect
any "trouble" during the march
to the funeral home.
"The only tivuble here will
be troubled consciences," he
said.
The procession lasted approximately 30 minutes through
northwest Washington where onlookers stood on the curb and
watched it go by. There were
no incidents along the way.
The body will lie In state at
a local church until burial Wednesday.
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Liston Plays
It Coy, Will
Not Predict
Medsar Evers, rut down by an unknoun assassin in Jackson, Miss., on Wednesday, June 12.

LYING IN STATE —

NANTES, France — (UPI) —
Chickens and rabbits had
been disappearing from Auguste Petiteau's farm for some
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GEORGE W. YOUNG OF DETROIT, recently appointed by
Postmaster General J. Edward
Day as Acting Special Assistant
for Employee Relations in the
Chicago Region. Young is the
second Negro to serve at this
high personnel level in the Department's region set-up,

HEADS PERSONNEL ORGANIZATION
—When

Henry

R. Jackson, left. chief
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Department
Chapter,
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of
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president
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the
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Personnel

Administration,

he became the first Negro to head one of the four major
personnel organizations in the United States, and here
he is seen being congratulated 'uy John Macy, chairman
of the U.S. Civil Service Commission who spoke at the
meeting attended by 150 personnel directors, officers and

administrators.

So he patiently hid in his
outhouse every night armed
— with a camera
Petiteau, 41, marched triumphantly into court with three
photographs of his neighbor,
Marie-Therese Nicolas, 31.
They showed her scsling a
six-foot wall, opening the henhouse and popping a chicken
Into a sack.
Mrs. Nicolas, confronted with
the photos, admitted the
theft.

sands viewed his body before and after funeral. Be
shipped to Arlington National cemetery in Virginia

was
for

July 22 but had no comment
to make about the distance
the fight will go. Asked if he
would knock Patterson out
in a gate.
Re-Thumbed
Liston replied "it figurer to
end
that way" but would not
The
boy's
parents
rushed
EDINBURGH, Scotland —
(UPI) — James Cowie, 7, came him to a hospital. Doctors comment on how long Patterson would stick around.
home with the thumb missing found his thumb in the gate
from his left hand and told and grafted it back to his Pressed for an exact round
Liston assured his interviewhis mother he had caught it hand.
ers "I am not a Cassius Clay,
burial.

going around making poetry
and predictions, but a fighter
who's interest is holding on to
his title."
A l'TONIOSI Lt
-Conditioning. sales
and service. Your specialists on duty
toy and night to serve you "Memphis'
Oldeet Chevrolet Doaliw."
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DEMONSTRATORS

to select from. impalas, Bel Alm
Super Sporto Some with air cond.
This Is the tiros of the year we et•rt
willing our demonstrators. COMO early
while there's a good .11.0000
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DENVER, Colo. — Sonny
Liston the world's heavyweight champion made no
bones about saying he will
retain his crown against the
challenge of Floyd Patterson,

20-INCH ZERO
BREEZE

Negro Named By Dead Vatican
cLeader Will Help Choose Pope

1958 Buick Super, 4-Dr.,
H.T., F.P., one-owner $65.00.
few
ere
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1955 Bel Air, 4-Dr. Sedan,
all new tires. B&W, Auto
TM., V8, R.H.; one owner;
$495.00.

will
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16 Ft. Run About, Cony.
Top, all Fiber glass. Elect.
starter, Full Access. Mark
35 Mercury Eng., complete
with excellent trailer;
$895.00.
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Larry's General Furniture & Appliances
The Place To Save Your $'s
3-4 Rooms Furniture As Low As $3.99 A Wk.
With No Money Down

Most Popular Brands Of Appliances
Also Repair Small & Major Appliances
942-1676

444 W Peebles Rd.

WH 6-6512

BOX

Atty. and Mrs. R. B. J. Camp- Claude C. Kennedy, Sr.. of
bell, Jr., of Nashville, announce Marianna, Ark.
the forthcoming marriage of 1
their daughter, Miss Jeannel The ceremony' will take place
Tyler, to Claude Clarke Ken- July 8 at Clark Memorial Methnedy, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.kodist Church in Nashville.
—
-

McDANIEL'S FURNITURE
And APPLIANCE STORE
117 S. Parkway, E.
WH 6-1667
Does your air conditioner need cleaning, adjusting, repairing, or replacing? If so, call us
for fast, dependable service. Installation
financing available $5.00 service charge
anywhere in the city for the next 8 days.
Factory trained specialists on duty 24-hours a
day. Night phone FA 4-8655.

UNION
CHICVROLST CO.
324.3132
2139 tartar
324.3611
2200 Lerner

CSC Swimming
Coach To Take
Trip To Japan

VATICAN CITY — (UPI) John's reign, in view of present, Ruling J. Santos, the first
For the first time in, history, racial tensions in the world,'Philippines Cardinal, is at 54 WILBERFORCE, 0. — Fora Negro, a Japanese and a was the naming of Laurean Ru- also rather young for a Pope. mer All - America swimmer
. Filipino will help to choose gambwa, an African Negro, as He is the Archbishop of Ma- Mutsufumi Yasuda, a native of
nila, and his diocese contains
the next Pope of the Roman a Prince of the church.
His election as Pope would 3.8 million Catholics — the Japan, plans to return to his
Catholic Church.
hometown of Nagoya to spend The new importance that be even more dramatic as a largest number in any diocese
he summer.
Catholic responseoto racism.
in
the
Far
East.
peoples of these races and nations have assumed in the Rugambwa, 50, a tall, strik- The Japanese Cardinal, Peter The Central State (0.) col-'
Catholic Church is owed entire- ing figure in his red cap and Tatsuo Doi, 70, is Archbishop ege graduate informed coly to Pope John XXIII. In bright Cardinal's robes, is of Tokyo. He is a tiny figure workers today that he will take AIRMAN ABE WILLIAMS
1960 he named the first Ne- bishop of Rutabo, Tanganyika. who had to stand on tip-toe to he "leisurely" route home, Airman Abe Williams. Jr.. son
gro, Japanese and Filipino to By his own description, he is reach up to Pope John on his
of Mr. and Mrs. Abe Williams,
the College of Cardinals — a mendicant prince in a land throne when he was named stopping in a number of other Sr., of 2597 Sparks st., has been
countries to sight-see enroute.
which chooses the Pope from of banana trees, wild game Cardinal.
and native tom-toms.
Yasuda. presently director sent to Sheppard AIM, Texas,
among its own membership.
of the CSC Athletic Dormitory, for technical training at Lack To many people one of the He lives in a six-room house Stabs Father
served as swimming coach at
Most dramatic acts of Pope that has no electric lights, teleland AFB, Texas. The Melrose '
phones or running water, and DETROIT — (UPI) — "That's Central State last year. He is
school graduate ies
atten
Citydd iullats
e00
0n
f the
ceiinvsetitaun'devotes most of his time to for Mississippi," and "that's for oln9,6ai ngdraw
Hpdigh
Los
(Calif.)
raising
Angeles
funds
and
building
hosTHIRD STREET MOTOR pitals and schools for the peo- Alabama," 10 Negro youths advance degree from Ohio
college before entering the
said as they stabbed, beat and State university.
ple of his country.
COMPANY
white
kicked
father of five He is a member of Kappa . service.
a
He is a popular figure in
on the door steps of a high Alpha Psi fraternity, and was
where
Rome.
he
got
his
sem1168 S. Third Street
active in the International Re-, Benefits
school.
inary training, and his election
lotions Club while a student at,
Open 8:30 A.M. to 8:30 P.M. as Pope undoubtedly would be Robert Duva, 42, was listed !Central State.
'Nhile at CSC.! NEW YORK — (UPI) —
well received by the Italian in..,"temporarily serious condi1958 Chev. Impala. 2-Dr., people. But one great disad- tion" at Detroit's Receiving he was honored by both the'Life insurance companies pay
NCAA and the NA1A without nearly $35 million in life
H.T., V8, Auto; Price below vantage for Rugambwa is his Hospital after the beating.
Duva, a tool and die maker All-America laurels in his insurance benefits on each
wholesale — $65 down.
age. The Cardinals generally at a General Motors plant, had speciality, along with team- working day of the year ac1959 Ford Gal.; 4-Dr. Beau- prefer to elect older men who gone to Ctiadsey High school mate Alfred Warren, whoicording to the Institute of Life
lInsurance,
not seem to reign Inter- to pick up his two young graduated this past June.
ty, Blue, Auto, V8. Extra will
minably.
daughters.
"clean—$59.00 down.
1959 Ford. 2-Dr., V8, Auto,
Red 81 White; one-owner;
$785.00.

I.!. model used ears in YompMa.
Shop plemphire Oldest Chevrolet Dealer.

Tyler - Kennedy Wedding Set For July

Consenting For Child To Entry Fishing Rodeo
All School students between 6 and 16 years of age are eligible to enter.
Mail to TRI-STATE DEFENDER OFFICE C/o of Fishing Rodeo, 236 S.
Wellington St., Memphis 5, Tenn., not later than July 10th,

C lIZVROLLT CO.
3244471
2200 Lamer
2139 La •r
344843
--

2 convenient speeds .. •
115 volts, 50-60 cycle, AC
only.

Light

ler Vet DUPONT No. 7 vsax-is5.111
on nil care — at Union Car was,
open 7 days • weak for your tonviolence-

turquoise

with white guards. strap
handle. Polished blades.
Portable. serves as window, table or floor fan.

oiripany yfflclst
---1 63
CHFN
ear Driven only 2.000 mil.. Laurel
green with white top. MI Super Sport.
300-h.p. motor. Lot• of extras. Big
dtecount
"Memphis' Oldest Chevrolet Dealer"

YOUR MONEY'S
WORTH MORE AT

WOOLWORTH'S

WHERE PRICES ARE ALWAYS RIGHT
ESCUE'S
LITTLE SUPER MARKET
ICE CREAM
With $15.00 or more purchase '2 Gal. 1k
FRYERS CUT UP 5 Lb. BAG
NECK BONES, Lb. _
EGGS 3 DOZ.
PURE LARD
4-LB. CTN.
PIG LIVER FRESH SLICES, Lb.
lBc
IRISH POTATOES
10 Lb. BAG
BISCUITS ALL KINDS 3 CANS

PICNICS HICKORY SMOKED EACH $1.95
1st CUTS, Lb.

tRgVROLET—l552ise,( Te1.Sbons
Truck.. The very thing for plumbers
or electrician.. Priced only 5355 Several to eelect from' "MerriPhls Oldest
Chevrolet Dealer."

CHLW RO LET CO.
2139 Lamar
3244532
2200 Lamar
324-3671

'4111111111111111111MMIIMINIIIII

446 PEEBLES ROAD

PORK CHOPS

c HEVROLLT CO.
Tamar
324-3632
Lamer
3244672

39c

USED

CARS

JIMMY
PAYNE

VOLKSWAGEN
TRADE•INS
P'oel $795
Delivery. Moth. Newt,

2-dr. Custom 200 V-8, automatic, fit
factory air
'
58 DICW-1000 $495
2-dr. hard!nu. $75 down,

'60 V.W. ....$1295
Deluxe sedan. (2 to choose
from.)

'61 VW.
Conv4rt113111 (2

from).

ta

'63 Gala
Convertible, dArno.

•

Chev.

chose.

E•SSIS
.$1295

2-dr. Biscayne (8-cyl.). Local Aurae's.

V.W.

OPEN 7 A.M., CLOSE 9 P.M.
SUNDAY 7 A.M. TILL 12 NOON

$695

'57 Ford

8995

Sedan. (2 to thous* from )

'59 Ford . .$795
Custom 4-4r.,
auto.
Matte, radio& beater.

'62 Gala ...$1995
No. 1222A -- Karmen Cl,,
convertible.

•

V.W. ...$1495

503A•--Soden

2509 SUMMER
FA 3-4501
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•Nommossang.......mmon•,votional. Mrs. Davidson gave
a warm welcome to the assema
II bled parents and friends at•
'. tending, and was followed by
a
a heart-warming program by
1
II
many children.
• In a group recitation. Larry
•
Chinn, Glendyn Chinn, Michael
.Chinn, Marchell Chinn and
•
Attention all golfers: The
„Gregory Chinn were captivat°ling as a family group; and an- pro at ,a'uller goit course is
a
• other brother trio claimed at- desirous of compiling a handiI
g tention in the son'sreedered cap sheet. To accomplish this
/
Larry and Wayne every golfer who plays the
course whether 9 or 18 holes
!
I
',
The program continued with should turn in his score card,
li [Janice Mullins' recitation, fol- with name, address and tele1
g lowed by greetings from Chil- phone number. It takes quite
e dren's Bureau's Board of Di- a tew to complete a handicap
I
1
i n ommatimenuommenatiosim, rectorsgivenbyAlvanF.Tate, record.
Jr.
The new golfers playing this
course are already doing this
Brilliant, posh and elegant Mrs. J. A. Beauchamp, Mr. and The program of varied tatwere the parties given for Mrs. Robert Fields, Mr. and ents of the bright youngsters but the others are not.
So please, Mr. Golfer, turn
Memphis' well-known social Mrs. Thomas H. Hayes, Mrs. included B a r b a r a Knight's
or- in that score card, so that this
scribe, Mrs. James AlexanderlTaylor C. D. Hayes, Mr. and reading, Charles Buffkins'
Mullins' course like other 18 hole
Hulbert, the former Miss Jewel Mrs. Russell Sugarmon, Sr., gan recital and Mose
I courses in the city can have a
Gentry, who leaves by jet and Atty. and Mrs. Russell recitation.
handicap sheet.
Rutherford,
T.
Samuel
Mr.
Mrs.1
a
and
journey half- Sugarmon. Jr., Dr.
Thursday for
way around the world, to join James B. Byes, Atty. and Mrs. well-known and dedicated ex- Proud of an outstanding
her husband in Lebanon before'A. W. Willis, Dr. Gladys Ford, ecutive director of Children's game that he has put together lb,
esontinuing their journey to English instructor of Fisk Uni- Bureau, introduced the staff of in a short, short time is John
.Dacca, East Pakistan, where he.' versity, and Miss Kathervn the organization and the foster "Twiffy" Arnold, Jr., who Ilk
lerves as library consultant forlWesley, a Fisk student, the narents. Mrs. Sam Howell gave broke his first 100 recently
kinited States Information daughter of Carter Wesley. ed- the response on behalf of the and beat his golfing buddy
lArthur E. Horne, Jr., for the
2mervice, and teaches at the itor of the Houston Informer fos'er parents.
MAPPING CAMPAIGN
— both guests of Dr. and Mrs. More talent abounded Larry first time. For shame, some- Mapping campaign strategy to interest
3D1iversity of Dacca.
more women in
Mrs. Addie G. Owen, YWCA Branch director; Mrs. Eva
—Mrs. Hulbert was recently Rivers, and motoring the next Chinn's poem: Patricia Loft's body stole his mother's clubs, the activities of the
YWCA at the Sarah Brown branch
Hamilton, Miss Elizabeth Goldsby, Mrs. P. F. Carruthers,
:nsarried in a proxy ceremony day to their home in Houston,lreading and the speeches of (Mrs. Juanita Arnold) now she are
these members of the Membership Committee. LisMrs. Effie Satterfield, Mrs. Anna Owen and Mrs. Hilda
is in a position to get free
lArnett and Garnett Chinn.
'III the chambers of Judge Ed- and your scribe.
tening to Mrs. Geneva Williams, standing, are, from left,
Helm. (Withers Photol
ward Beard in Washington, This lovely party and the one Honored foster boarding par- golf lessons.
D. C.
which followed the next night ents were Mr. and Mrs. Luther
1
Dr. Hulbert, a former Mem- will hardly ever be forgotten.Bearden, Mr. and Mrs. Irby
phian, is the son of the late by Jewel', who as the first of Hilliard, Mr. and Mrs. Sam Jackson
Alex Hulbert. He attended Le- Memphis social columnists. has Howell, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Moyne College, holds bachelor seen many a beautiful party Ivory, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew
degrees from Hampton Insti- in the time she has served the Kelly, Mrs. Annie Belle Moore,
ttite and Morehouse college, staff of the Memphis World. Mr. and Mrs. Pickens Norris„
and received both the master MISCELLANEOUS SHOWER Mr. and Mrs. Ben Parker, Mr.
JACKSON, Miss., — leader kided by a sniper's bulof arts and Ph. D. degrees from The night following, Satur- and Mrs. J. L. Sanders, Mr. and
r
Columbia University. He was day, Mrs. Leland Atkins Mrs. Mrs. Isaac Stone, Mr. and Mrs. (UPI — Negroes were ad- let last week, left acre. f,
burial in Washington, D. C.
librarian and instructor at At- James S. Byes and Mrs. W. A.'R. D Terrell, Mr. and Mrs. Sidlanta University, and at one young were a charming host- ney Williams, and Mr. and. Mrs. mitted to one white Jack- Five Neva youths—fot r boys I
son church in this deep ard a girl—were refused admittime was with the U. S. Em- ess trio entertaining with a . Luke Wright.
bassy library in Paris.
miscellaneous shower for Jew-1 Mrs. Bell introduced other south segregation strong- tance at-First Baptist Capitol
Street Methodist ana Central
iguests, and Mrs. Davidson inel Gentry Hulbert,
COMPLIMENT SOCIAL
hold but were turned away at Presbyterian Churches Sunday
EDITOR
Here too, another beautiful troduced the Case Committee, four others.
night. Two Negrues were re- ,
Among the (mart affairs!garden setting was the scene including Mrs. Minnie Lee Al- The
"kneel-ins" fused entry at Centre) Presby-j
so-called
complimenting Mrs. Hulbert'of an excited group of matrons len. Mrs. Jessie Mae Bell, I. S. came
body
after
of
the
just
Fir; Christian,
terian and
len. Mrs. Jessie Bradford.
'was an elegant dinner party who bequeathed mounds of Po,l,
Medgar Evers, a chi! rights Churches Sunday moreina.
I
given by Mr. and Mrs. Robert beautiful gifts on the honoree Mrs. Helen Burns, Mrs. Bernice
Roberts
Sarah
,,
4
,
7
,cellawav.
their
under
at
Jr.,
duplex
._ none of which came
S. Lewis,
.apartment at 374 Vance avenue, the usual variety of miscel- Carr, Mrs. Marguerite Cox,
Mrs. Georgia Oldie. Mrs. Thelfortnight
,Sundaa. night a
ago. laneous shower gifts.
•
.
Day,
rThis event also complimented Rain earlier in the day and ma Davidson, Mrs. Gussie
-.. ....
M.
Mrs.
Dillard,
Rachael
on
of
foiled'Mrs
Nichols
night
Odis
chicathat
Atty.
damp grounds
F.
Ithe carefully planned event M. Dulaney. Rev. Lawrence
go.
Haygond, Mrs. Annie L. HigA brilliant luau was given which was resplendent with
with gins, Mrs. Susie Hightower,
last Friday by Mrs. William 0. gay umbrella settings,
GADSDEN, Ala. ---,others which had provided segMrs. Helen King, Mrs. Birdie
Speight, Jr., Mrs. C. C. Sawyer i brightly burning red candle
Bell (U P I) — Several down- regated seating.
Mattie
Mrs.
Lenoir,
C.
dauntless
these
But
and Mrs. Frederick A. Rivers bowls.
Etowah County Sheriff Dew— meere, Rev. .3. Netters. Mrs.
at the distinctive `I' u d or in- ladies would not be outdone
Lillie town Gadsden churches ey Colvard, meanwhile, said, he
Mrs.
Osborne.
Nellie
roofed
beautiful
Atkins'
the
for
spired home of Mrs. Speight at
tall lioril.rs. Mrs. Irpro A Seie-ei_ accepted Negroes for wor- had been promised State.treepMORE MEMBERSHIPS THEIR GOAL
1865 South Parkway East.patio was large enough,
er "when I need them." Negro
a ers, Mrs. Lillie Smith, Mrs.
such
in
situated
and
enough
are
ship
services
Sunday
withyoung
Teenagers,
mothers, career women
are Mrs. Pearl Clark, Mrs. Estelle Campwhose verdant gardens
WashT..
,
leaders promised a steppeit.up
of Areire cvel Prof r.
among the most outstanding of way that the wide expanse
and others in the community will be askbell, Mrs. Geneva Hicks and Mrs. Pearl
out incident.
in burn and William Weathers.
desegregation campaign with
viewed
he
could
groonds
the city.
ed to join the YWCA in the next few
Jefferson. Standing, same order, are Mrs.
program. delicious Doors were opened at five demonstrations despite an inthe
After
green'
dark
and
damp
their
all
There was hardly a "shiftweeks by these persons of the YWCA
Mary Lou Taylor, Mrs. Carrie Smith, Mrs.
.beauty. They simolv moved refreshments were under the churches to Negroes. while Ne- junction issued by a Circuit
less" matron among the fern
Ruth Whitsey and Mrs. Winnifred Franklin.
Membership Committee. Seated from left
Rodgers. groes refused to enter two Court judge,
Mrs.
of
supervision
e
g
n
u
o
1
and
umbrellas
the
mine guests, who donned exchairs and what-all under the chairman of the resfreshment
otic versions of that comfort!committee.
roofed patio.
able and attractive current
MICHIGAN CHRONfashion of this season. Conver-! The gift setting was charm-: THE
of Detroit reports . . .
sation versions in silk, linen ing with its decorated styro-!ICLE
well all done in "an omnibus of f a s hi on s —
(Second In Series)
connection with the sale of the Sale: and Use Tax whim su,•••
and cotton were seen — none foam wishing
by pretty and SALES TAX ON REPAIRS
Placards with !promenaded by,
property. institutions or governmental
more fashionable as those of white and green.
personal
f Michni-, Effective June 1, 1963, the 3 tangible
ovi
shout the hantw svelte models —
the popular hostesses, who with gay bon mots
Dressedomes, per cent sales and use tax will There is no charge here. It is agencies furnish the vando.
Best
chitgan's
Hulbert's
Mr.
and
couple
prekence
the guests missed 'he
the g a y recognition for leadership in apply to the total charge for only when the installation with a valid exemption certiof Mrs. Sawyer, who served dren surrounded
Membership Camhitrtiese
. blvd., and see what it has to
bewrapped boxes with their e d u c a t i on and appreciation repairs to tangible personal,charge "is an incident to the ficate. Saks made to i.msdtu- Tilc
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Miss Jean Washington
LANESBORO, Mass. — Mr.
and Mrs. Ivris Washington of
Pittsfield, Mass., announce the
engagement and forthcoming
marriage of their daughter,

Washington High school and is
presently employed with the
U. S. Post Office department
in Memphis.
NORTH LITTLE ROCK, Ark.fond teacher of
Mr. and Mrs. John Garrett, and is presently a senior at
Sunday
The wedding will take place
Miss Jean Watihington, to Gus
Ralph
Malone
Mr. and Mrs. John Ashley ''''h°°1and
Miss it justice of the Student Court,
Sr., of 4948 William Arnold LeMoyne college where she Plump, son of Mr. and
on
Saturday,
July
13,
in
the
Mrs.
Gwendolyn Malone of 1098 and was a member of the Harris of 317 Elm at.,
Cpl.
Tucker's
parents are
announce
rd., announce the engagement expects to complete her work Ira Plump of Memphis.
Second Congregational church Leath st., announce the en- Speakers and Writers and
the the bethrothal and forthcom- Mr. and Mrs. Vick Moses
of their daughter, Miss Mary in January.
Miss Plump is a graduate in Pittsfield.
agement a n d forthcoming Personettes Social clubs.
ing marriage of their daughter, Tucker of Little Rock.
—
A large contingent of Mem- marriage of their sister, Miss
*Garrett, to James William III Mr. Williams attended of Pittsfield High school and
While attending the Tuske- Miss Vera Faye Harris, to Cpl. The wedding will be solemnLane college of Jackson, Tenn. phians is expected to accom- Jacqueline Ann Malone. daughof New Orleans, La.
James
Edward Tucker, U. S. ized on Sunday, June 23, at
gee Institute School of Nursing
Booker T. Washington High
Mr. Williams is the son of school in Memphis and was She is a member of the faculty pany the pair here from Mem- ter of the late Mr. and Mrs. at Tuskegee, Ala., she was a Marine Corps, San Diego, Calif. Morning Star Baptist church
of the Dunbar Elementary phis and to take part in the Thomas Malone, to Edward
The
Mr. and Mrs. Booker T. Johnbride
is a graduate of with the pastor, Rev. C. E.
member of Chi Eta Phi Sororgraduated from Jackson State school in Memphis.
Woods, son of Mr. and Mrs.
ceremony.
Scipio A. Jones High school, Canady, aficiating.
son of 1315 Englewood at.
ity, Inc.
The prospective bridegroom
Ted Brown of Memphis will Robert Woods of Hueytown,
and a student at Philander Wedding songs will
The wedding will take place college at Jackson, Miss.
TOP GRADUATE
be sung
Ala.
Smith college in Little Rock.
on Sunday, June 23, at the He is a member of Kappa graduated from Booker T. be best man.
by Mrs. Ann Novenia Youpg
Mr.
Woods
received
his
Vows will be exchanged in
Vance Avenue Church of Christ Alpha Psi fraternity, and is
Miss Harris is organist at and Willie J. Brown with Mrs.
the sanctuary of Trinity Chris- bachelor of arts degree in sowith the pastor, Elder Nokomis presently an executive of the
the Morning Star Baptist Sammie J. Sutton serving..as
tian Methodist Episcopal cial science with the Tuskegee
Yeldell, officiating.
Boy Scouts of America in New
church on Sunday, June 90, Institute class of 1963 and was church and serves as secretary organist.
The bride-elect was gradu- Orleans where the couple will
with the pastor. Rev. P. Gonya graduated with distinction.
wedding.
ated from Melrose High school live after the
Hentrel, officiating.
He is a member of Phi Beta
Miss Malone was graduated Sigma fraternity and is listed
from Manassas High school in "Who's Who Among Stuwhere she was a member of dents in American Colleges
the Student Council, served as and Universities."

Wed At Trinity Church

Reveals Wedding Plans

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
I

NOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF

I

411 For a party or for the family, Strawberry-Pineapple

Bavarian will be one of your favorite desserts. So easy
to make with Carnation Evaporated Milk. Carnation...
the milk that whips is so economical too.. only about
one-third the cost of expensive cream! It's lower in cal.
ones, too. Do try it in all your favorite recipes. One cup
of undiluted Carnation makes 3 cups whipped Carnation.

Variety of New and Old Records
of Your Choice
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THE JEB STUART AND S.

IF YOU WANT IT WE HAVE IT
RECORDS AND ALBUMS YOU LIKE
BEST TO HEAR

CAMILLE COLEMAN
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Mr. and Mrs. Charles D. A member of the 1959 grad- •
Coleman of Detroit, Mich., an- uating class of Melrose High
nounce the engagement of their school, Lieut. Spencer is a •
daughter, Miss Camille Cole- June graduate of Tennessee •
man, to Lieut. Theodore Leroy State university in Nashville.
Spencer, Jr., son of Mr. and where he majored in political
Mrs. Theodore L. Spencer of science.
Memphis.
Lieut. Spencer was a mem- I
The bride-elect was recently ber and officer of Kappa Alpha
graduated from Tennessee Psi fraternity.
State university where she was Upon graduation he was corn.
a member of Alpha Kappa Al- missioned a second lieutenant •
pha sorority.
in the U. S. Air Force. He will
Miss Coleman is the grand- begin active duty at Barksdale
CharAir Force Base near Shrevedaughter of Dr. and Mrs.
les D. Coleman of Halls, Tenn., port. La., on July 25.
of
Blanton
Gertrude
The couple will be married
and Mrs.
Chattanooga.
in Detroit on Sunday, July 14.

"CAR WAS11.1

rojeets

R. ISAAC HAYS
YOUNGSTOWN - RECORDING - ARTIST

WE DELIVER A PURCHASE OF
$4.00 OR MORE

TSU Grads To Be Wed
In Detroit July 14
'nurses

Featuring:

Sat. or St111. $1.25
Set. Open 8 AM. to 6 P.M.
Sun. Open I A.M. to 2 P.M.

8 A.M.-6 P.M.
Monday
thru
Friday

•
•

•

•

7: SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH

STRAWBERRY-PINEAPPLE BAVARIAN
(Makes 6 to 8 servings)

1 package (10 ounces)
frozen strawberries
1 cup (9-ounce con) crushed pineapple
1 package (3 ounces)
strawberry-flavored gelatin
Defrost strawberries. Drain and
save syrup. Drain pineapple.
Save syrup. Measure pineapple
and strawberry syrups to make
1 cup liquid Heat to boiling.
Place gelatin in mixing bowl.
Add hot syrup. Stir until dissolved. Add marshmallow whip
to hot gelatin. Stir until blended.
Chill until consistency of unbeaten egg white. Chill Carnation in refrigerator tray until

1/2 cup marshmallow whip
1 cup undiluted

sat ice crystals form around
edges of tray(10 to 15 minutes).
Whip until stiff (about 1 minute). Add lemon juice. Whip
very stiff ( about 2 minutes longer). Fold whipped Carnation,
pineapple and strawberries into
the marshmallow mixture until
well blended. Spoon into 14
quart mold, or parfait glasses.
Chill until firm (about 2 to 3
hours).

3100

Summer at Baltic

SPECIAL LEARN TO SWIM CUSSES
YMCA ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 South Lauderdale — JA 6-2523

Join your Swim Group Now! Let's learn to swim,
swimming is more than recreation it contributes to physical
fitness and healthful living It reduces weight natural
and loosen tight muscles

Kelvinator & York

TOM SAWYER
Appl. Service

YMCA DAY CAMP
For boys age 6-12 years
9:00 A.M. to 4:30 P.M. •
MONDAY, THRU FRIDAY
JUNE 10-AUGUST 2, 1963
$3.00 EACH PERIOD
General Swim for Public Pool Admission Fee
6 to 13 yrs. 25c: /4 yrs. and over 50c.
Mon., Tues., Wed., Fri., and Sat.

FURNITURE UPHOLSTERED
Guaranteed To Look Like New
Low, Overhead Prices
Upholstered, Used Furniture
And Appliances. Terms To Suit You

SOUTHERN UPHOLSTERY
& SALVAGE
3195 FORD ROAD

NO DOWN PAYMENT
SOUTHERN UPHOLSTERY
COMPANY
PHONE 684- 1217

NEW BUILDING, REMODELING AND
CUSTOM MADE DEN SPECIALISTS

Famous Nan's; Brands at Discount Prices

Fo

CONSOLING HER SON, the widow of Medgar Evers wipes
tears from youngsters eyes as a brother of the slaln man

looks on. Charles Evers, the brother, has been named field
secretary to replace his brother in the state temporarilN.

DIGNITARIES AT FUNERAL — Among the mourners at
the funeral for Mr. Medgar Evers in Jackson, Miss., last
Saturday were some of the top Negro civil rights leaders
in nation. Standing on dais, from left, are Roy Wilkins,
head turned left, executive secretary .2..f NAACP; Rev.

Robert T. Smith, who ran for U. S. Congress in Mississippi; Dr. T. R. M. Howard, Chicago; Congressman Charles
Diggs, Michigan; Dr. Ralph Bunche, United Nations, and
Clarence Mitchell, Washington bureau of NAACP.
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MRS. RUBY HURLEY,an NAACP official who had worked
with Medgar Evers in Mississippi, was among the mourn: ers at funeral. Here she is seen with Congressman Diggs.

A SMALL CONFERENCE — Having a
small conference during the funeral are
DicitAGregory, Negro comedian who has
take'" active part in rights struggle in

Mississippi, and Roy Wilkins, NAACP executive secretary. Looking away at right
is Congressman Charles C. Diggs of Michigan.

DR. T. R. M. HOWARD, FORMER
MOUND BAYOU, Miss., resident, is seen
here addressing crowd during fi,neral at

other Civil Rights leaders look on. Dr.
Howard moved from the state of Mississippi after he feared for his life.
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REPRESENTING UAW are, left, Roy Reuther, brother of Walter Reuther, William
Oliver of UAW Fair Practice and anti-

Discrimination Department; and Mrs. Mildred Jeffery, national Democratic Cornmitteexi oman from Detroit.

NATIONAL COUNCIL

OF CHURCHES

sent many representatives.

CONFFERRING are the Editor of the Tri State Defender
and Mrs. Maxine Smith, executive director of the Memphis
Chapter NAACP.

"In far-away Washington, suicide here in the land he Baldwin language, not upon a when no man, white or black, high principle of individual
1.he Soutnern system has its tasnionea as the home of free bigger cage, out upon no cage even in Mississippi, will be freedom and human dignity.
outposts in the Congress of men. "All men" he said in his at all.
fingerprinted
and
photo- "Stony the road we trod
the United States and by their Declaration of Independence. "Medgar Evers was the sym- graphed under a felony cnarge "Bitter the chast'ning rod_
deals and maneuvers they But today he is shocked at the bol of our victory and of tnew merely for seeking his man- "Felt in the days when hope
helped put the man behind the eruptions on every hand defeat. Contrary to the view hood rights as an American
had died;
deadly rifle on Guynes Street against his amendment of the of a Jackson city official, ex- citizen.
"Yet with a steady beat,
this week. The killer must "all men" doctrine—all white pressed the other day, Medgar "We in the NAACP loved "Have not our weary feet
was more than just an oppo- him for himself, for his sin- "Come to the place for which
-. NAACP state secretary! rifle: the lily-white Southern have felt that he had, if not men.
'There have been mu: y: our fathers sighed?.
'throughout history, in every for Mississippi, shot June 12,' governments, local and state;- an immunity, then certainly a "In their moment of truth nent. In life he was a constant cereity and integrity. We
protection for wnat ever he our opponents are striving threat to the system, the sys- mourn him, but we are not "We have come over a way
the Senators, governors, state
land and people, in many high 1963.
chose to do, no mailer how frantically to drive away the tem which murdered him, par- cast down. For a little while
that with tears has been
Mayors, judges,
Causes. We are here today in "We tend to forget pioneer legislators,
dastardly.
reality of their decline. In ticularly in his great voter he loaned us and his people
watered.
police, com- "Today as Americans and something of the manner of registration work. In the man- the great strength of his body
sheriffs,
chiefs
of
say,
unfeelingly
fighters.
We
tribute to a martyr in the
"We have come, treading our
content
Not
etc.
missioners,
their
President
no one
try to recover the Maginot Line, their de- ner of his death he was the and the elixir of his. spirit. We
crusade for human liberty, a and thoughtlessly
path through the blood of
are grateful for this blessing.
disfranchisement, from their horror and to de- fenses have been breached or victor over it.
the slaughtered,
man struck down in mean and really acted before now.' We with mere
vise
ways
to
we
by-passed.
A
MANHOOD
him
shall
all
try
hardcorrect
HIS
For
Southern state
the evils
RIGHTS
"Out from the gloomy past,
cowardly fashion by a bullet say 'These marches were the the office holders have used now so naked in
our national hires, for example, a retired 'The bullet that tore away er to hold our nation to the "Till now we stand at last
in the back.
first.' We say 'This death shot unbridled political power to life, these, men in
professor
to
write
a
concept
of
'all
men.'
if
he
book
four
days
his
life
ago
tore
setCongress
"The NAACP has had its in the dark was the first.' The fabricate a maze of laws, cus- abetted by the timorous, the ting forth the inferiority of away at the system and helped could live in Mississippi and "Where the white gleam of
our bright star is cast.
share of sufferers: John R. truth is that through all the toms and economic practices technical and the selfishly am- the Negro race — twenty years to signal its end.
not hate, so shall we, though "Lift ey'ry voice and sing
Shillady, one of the earliest years before our time men which has imprisoned the Ne- bitious are raising the familiar after a Negro mathematician "Oh, they can fiddle and we will ever stoutly contend
"Till earth and heaven ring.
NAACP executive secretaries have fought for freedom. Now
— and by now sickening
had helped in the calculations they can throw a few more for the kind of life his chil- "Ring with the harmonies of
gro.
who was badly beaten by a it is our turn, not to re-write
chorus of negations. With sur- for the first atomic bomb! The victims to the lions of repres- dren and all others must enjoy
Liberty;
mob in Austin, Tex., in 1919; the record, but to add to it, THE KILLER
gery required, they talk of opposition has been reduced sion and persecution, but in this rich land.
"Let our rejoicing rise
Elbert Williams, secretary of not to preach that there never "When at times it appeared ointments and pills. With to clubs, guns, hoses, dogs, Rome is burning and a new HUMAN DIGNITY
'High as the list'ning skies,
the Brownsville, Tenn., NAA- was a Columbus because sim- that the rest of the nation speed the essence, they cite garbage trucks and hog wire day is just over yonder.
"Many years ago a NAACP "Let it rewund loud as the
CP who was lynched in 1940: ply here is now a Gordon might penetrate, .he Kingdom their rituals of procedure. Man compounds.
"At his arrest with me two executive secretary, James
rolling sea.
'Rev. George W. Lee, officer Cooper.
of Color, there were those may die and children may "Obviously the opposition is weeks ago today, Medgar Weldon Johnson, wrote the "Sing a song full of the faith
of the Belzoni, Miss., NAACP "The lurking assas.sin at mid- ready always to beat back the be stunted, hut the seniority hearing
bankruptcy. Fresh found that the man in the words to the anthem, "Lift
that the dark past has
who registered to vote and night June 11-12 pulled the adherents of decency and jus- system and the filibuster rule material is in short supply fingerprint room was from his Ev'ry Voice and Sing."
taught us,
was assassinated in 1955; Har- trigger, but in all wars the tice. Speaking of the public must remain inviolia,
and strategy is stale and in- home town, Decatur, Miss. "These words belong here "But sing a song full of the
ry T. Moore, NAACP state men who do the shooting are school decision of 1954 of the "There appears to he a very effective. Obviously, nothing There they were, the one today to this heroic fallen
hope that the present has
secretary for Florida and his trained and indoctrinated and United States Supreme Court, real question as to whether can stop the drive for free- home town boy carrying out NAACP officer who believed
brought us.
wife, both murdered in their keyed to action by someone Senator James 0. Eastland the white man, so long as ex- dom. It will not cease here the routine of the old order, in his people and fought each "Facing the rising sun of our
.beds in Mims, Fla., by a bomb else.
emplar
of
bold
elsewhere.
Miss.,
After
a
1955
Senatobia,
and
a
perhaps,
for
the
told
hundred unaware,
realizathat the waking hour
new day begun,
venture- or
,on Christmas night. 1951.
"I say the Southern political audience: 'You are obligated some ingenuity in mally fields, years of waiting and suffer- other, calm and smiling, was tion of their destiny; who be- "Let us march on till victory
is not committing spiritual ing, we are determined, in the herald of that future day lieved in his country and in its
: 7'Now in 1963, Medgar W. system put him behind that to disobey such a Court.'
is won." Said Wilkins.

Roy Wilkins Address Al Funeral
Of Medgar W. Evers In Jackson

Large Crowd Expected
At All -Star Game In
Bellevue 'lark Sunday
A record crowd is expected
at Bellevue Baseball Park
when the Semi-Pro League allstar baseball game is played
there Sunday, June 23. The allstars were selected he the
board of directors of the
league. Ballplayers were selected on their all-around ability.
The starting line-up for the
North and South teams are:
NORTH ALL-STARS
T. Harris - 1st B. - Dodgers
J. Laird - 2nd B. - Dodgers
I„ It. Stroegins - SS - Angels
R. Rudd - 3rd B. - Elite Giants
T Hayes - C - Black Cans
C. Visor - OF - Athletics
J. Stafford - OF- Humko Chem.

C Thompson • OF • Dodgers
J. Earls - P - Angels
Second Team
T. Williams - lot B • Humko
In
L. Savage - 2nd B. (ChemicalWalter
(Homes
R. White - SS • Dodgers
B. Brown - 3rd B
Anderson
(Tully
S. Parks - C • Angels
J. Coleman - OF - Angels
W. Williams • OF - Desota
(Hardwood
J. W. Smith - OF - Humko
(Chemical
COCA-COLA MEN AT CONFAB
Managers:
For the tenth consecutive year, representatives of the
Pat Paterson - Klondike Angels
Tom Price, Louisville; Pitman Moss H. Kendrix, whose
A. Jackson - Barsott Dodgers
Coca-Cola company in Atlanta and its independent bottlers
Washington Atlanta firm serves Coca-Cola; Duffield, and
SOUTH ALL-STARS
of Coca-Cola formed the largest delegation of a business
Jesse J. Lewis, Birmingham. Standing, same Order, are
While talking with head grid C. Brady - 1st 8 - Carriers
attending the annual marketing clinic and convention
of
Ben Byrd. Chicago; Paul E. X. Brown. Atlanta; Jim Brown,
coach Louis Crews of thp M. Malone - 2nd B - Blues
the National Association of Market iie;slopers in
WashChicago; Charles Boone, Columbia, S. C,; Joe Williams,
Huntsville campus of Alabama C. Bass - SS - Blues
ington, I). C. Among the number of marketing men emCleveland, Ohio: Walter Lay, St. Louis; William Nabor,
A&M lost week we found him J. Parker - 3rd B - Tigers
posed by the organization are these grouped around .1.
Willie Clark, catcher tor the Flamingo Carriers, is a",:7.
E.
31em2his, and Taylor ('ox, Detroit. Nabors was reelected
hopeful that a Mobile. Alabama W. Clark - C - Carriers
Duffield, Jr., seated second from right, of the
defensive specialist This is one of the main tea-loon that
advertising
NAME) treasurer, a post he has held since the founding
diminutive halfback, who is a L. Draper • OF - Blues
department. Seated from left are Russell Young, Baltimore;
the Carriers have won four city championships consecof the organization. He was presented an Oscar.
good punter, would cast his lot R. O. Horton - OF - Eagles
utively in the Semi Pro league. The 220-pound catcher
with the Alabama school since C. Hussey - OF - Carriers
,
1111111111111H11111111N1111111111111111110111111111111111111111110111111111111N1111111111111111111111a1119111111111111111111
N. Hill - P - Lions
is accredited with the ability to handle pitchers. as well
It wRs learned that football not included in the press re- Clemmons has taken over at
Second Team
as possessing one of the best throwing -arms
f scholarship allotments were lease dealt with compensation Jackson. The ornsoect was rein the league.
R.
McIntyre - 1st B - Eagles
Clark will be the starting catcher for the south All-Stara
cut at .the Atlanta institution. increases, not only for himself cruited by Merritt.
B.
Terrell
2nd H - Carriers
Harold Gallows". local .chnol
Sunday, June 23 at Bellevue Park,
Thus Clemmons decided to pull,but also for his assistants.
J. Scales - SS General Depot
, the curtain on a fabled career.i Merritt reportedly asked that teacher on vacation with his
111111111/
J.
Moore
3rd
B
Light, Gas
1111111111111101111111111111111111111111111111111111111(11111111111111111111111111111111110111iiitilettlialltilltilit
pod son at nearby Fayette, In the Mississippi capital last his graduating trainer be placed ".;fe
.
nrav,(& Water
c
Tennessee, toured the in.
weekend with a Tri-State dele- on the pay roll.
H.
Hill
,
te
,
crs.,..cl Huntsville. Alabsp
'gation that came to cover the Confronted with these delast week R. Howard - OF - Chicks
Medear Evers funeral. we mands President Jacob L. Red- par 71 golf cours,-e
posted A respectable 70 W Williams - OF - Carriers
I found ourselves adjacent to the ditt of Jackson State refused 'mt.,
P. Lyons - OF - Light, Gas dr
score.
ftpekson State campus. Despite to agree with the entire list.
(Water
vinlit. in Jackson s 'hat woh
the 102-degrees weather we and what became Jackson's
P - Blues
the
of
proprietor
Lee.
Edward
Weenie
IOSS
able to move around and
became Tennessee AArra
GENEVA •• ,UPII -- A bloc of 32 African nations::
.101111111111/111111/1111/1111111
ifind that the school's followers, gain. Merritt took with him l'Award 1,ee Hotel. revealed Z. p. Pittman - Flamingo
demanded expulsion of South Africa from the United Ns::
JACKSON, Miss. After iir,na: Championship in 1951."ery optimistic after their team two members of
businessman
.1acksnn
that
the
his former
(Carriers
tions.
over 25 years of coaching footmissort 'Poe Neern fiem•riren
Clemmons Moved to Morris defeated Florida in the Orange staff.
F.. Bass - Federal Compress
Their demand came at the 47th annual conference or"
ball squatty "Ox" Clemmons
League baseball teams that he
Nafor
the
(Blues
DrFFNSE VERSUS OFFENSE ^lvmes housed when they were
the International Labor Organization 11LO) as part of
has finally inherited himself Brown after coaching for sev-114/05°m
tional title, will more or less
a team where he doesn't have
protest against South African participation in the group=
Istit the new coach on the soot Jackson fans are in store for In the area.
The e rg,hle
to start from scratch. The Jackson, Tenn.
hie
otrnttea:Iv-int estveo
The 32 asked "all members of the United Nations tct
-,;next fall in comparison with
Jovial veteran mentor cam out Many wonder why Clem
,ball they have been accustomed eharmine wife who helns him
start procedures to exclude the Republic of South AfrICS.•
I the now departed Merritt,
to durine ti-e Merritt reeirne.
coolly
minced
of brief retirement to take over mons decided to lerousiderl
th.•
from the U. N. organization, according to the charter." the reins at Jackson State col- coaching then depart from FIGHT FOR AIDES
Clemmons, Merritt's successor, tole nrieweellae of the oow deSouth Africa was asked to leave the ILO in 1961 beOAKLAND, Calif, - Two
Morris Brown to guide the IV"n mirortre first l-ked is a firm believer in rlefen.io.
lege.
weekq' picketing of Montgomcause of its Policies toward non-whites, but refused.
Dr.
President
W.
S.
that
the.out
Jackson
football
State
in
as
Tigers
opposed
former
to
the wide
hums eolomniat that
Clemmons rep'ac's ..1(hn
ery Ward stores here and in
interested in Me,- (men game made funetionnt at
Pad e•-..f e4oi,I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111lawamagamoillaugusaitiffligagamagam
Merritt who resigned recently fough Southwest Conference. Bin"vis
San Leandro resulted in the
to
Tennessee
coming
to
ritt
ell
that
Jackson
Clemmons
seems
State
was
York
arid
New
the
fed
the
past
r!PS
four
Or
to accept the head coarhing pocompany's
hiring
six
additional
ing
the collapse of negotiations. ory reportedly joined the OakTe'etpsup. hoPf' "ears be the oass est,
ehie WC", he..
hine ^e- V••••Irons Iona
sition at Tennessee A&I State up with the Southern lntercol-H*/" ii" th'
Neernes in nonmenial positions The local store employs only land picket line. "I'm glad you
prominence,
was
it
pigskin
to
Conference
Athletic
rf,re
of
legiate
Baltimore
Wilties
drafted
training.
to
spring
rr
,
inv
University.
believed that Jack' lie Richardson.
tt• •-•44 thot Prielrfec anc•tre n. and in resuming negotiations four Negro salesmen out of a are here pointing out to evedwith the thought
'OX LEAVES
with Oakland and Berkeley total of 250 and the San Lean- bode that the trouble isn't just
uld rise to the occasion
wnon'
sn
onlm
facing e
A great friend of the late J. a desire to an into the service
perennially powerfulif Florida
MORRIS BROWN
CORE.
dro store employs none.
in the South but up here too,"
A&M with limited personnel rind me.eh ccv offer that p.oght AO'lf On Hayes, Clemmons is •imiem hos;pees 00 sn irWes'•
Clemmons probably broke
The picketing started follow
On -one occasion, Dick Greg- he commented.
however, Clemmons - coached be tendered to the fiery Ken-!known among his colleagues ment when he lores that zip
ome kind of record for his
as a recruiter of the "big man." tm his fastball.
teams gave Jake Gaither's tut-¼" mentor.
W swift coming out of retirement.
Rattlers their sternest tests.
Some. of the negotiated items
He announced that this past
season would be his last at
Morris Brown college in Atlanta.
Under Clemmons' tutelage
the Maroons hauled in the Na.

Hires More Negroes
After CORE Pickets

WE WILL PAY the top price for your
clean used cant Sell it to Memphis'
Oldest Chevrolet Dealer I

EDGAR DAVIS
& SONS
CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY

GELBEY'S GIN

"
the world agrees on.GILBEY
'
S, please
'
!
"

341 UNION
•
2139 Lamar

ROLET

ii

2OO Lamar

'60 Pont.

$2095
Star Chief. 4.dt , hardtop blue
with white top. fully ERIIPPlhi Ill
chiding factory alr. Extra nice

321.3832
324-31

Convertible. white with red leather
Interior. fully equipped. Including(
factory air. Like now.
'62 Cad.
$4395 up
4-dr. sedan, 4 to choose from. full,
equipped Including factory air

save

'82 Cad.

CHEVROLET CO.
Lamer
2200
1..
..
101.1

$2095

10 Buick

your used car from us: -Meowed.'
Oldest Chevrolet Peeler."

coupe DeVille. 2 to chock,* from
fully equipped Including feeterY
air Almost new.

324-3671

SWAP YOUR present tiled car with
Union Chevrolet Co.. -Memphis' .0Idoet
Chevrolet Dealer!"

$3695

'61 Cad.
Baden

DeVIlle, wild

DeVille, beige. folly

ped,

CHEVROLET CO.
:124-3632
2130 Lamer
324-3671
2200 Lamar
REF, US for your outboard motor Oil,
host cushlone and other Ilehlhir wPRilw
-Memphis' Oldest Chevrolet Dealer,"

HOUSE FOR SALE
KNOB -HILL SUBDIVISION

GET MORI 2kly - LEARN A TRADE!
START TRAINING NOW
RADIO-TV REPAIR
AIR CONDITIONING

IN

ELECTRONIC'S
rail or Write for Itta Its

KEEGAN SCHOOL
past,
last
m of
ast,
ing
ring.
ies of

Now

under new manaaerneni

Buy Your
1963
Cars Or
Used Cars

From Us
FINANCING TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL
DOBBS
NEW FORD
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD
DEALERS

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

•:ss

.$1795

fullY
Ventura 2.dr. hdtp. Rd,
e
equipped. Extra nice.

$2995

4-dr aorlan. 111,011e. font, saetemt
including rectory sir Instr. clean.
'59 Cad.
$2195
4-dr. Wan, gold with black and
white Interior. fully equipped In.
eluding factory air. Double Mut rp.

'59 Cad....

...12995
Sedan DeVille. solid white with
black and white Interior. All Cadll•cceworlea Including factory

i.e

sir.

'58 Cad.

$1695

Coupe DeWitt!,
*quipped. New
clean

'61 Buick
2 dr,

hdtp.

Solid

BUILDERS Of COMMERCIAL,
INDUSTRIAL AND RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION

THIS INCLUDES:
1. NEW BUILDING
2. REMODELING
3. NEW ADDITION

Fully

.$1695

healer, automatic, whit*
tires spare never en ground, 12,000 one-owner miles and like new.
See or call Hob Short. Jam: Pierce. Howard Hassey or Joe McMinn.

SOUTNERN NOTONS, INC.
Factory approved warranty available ONLY
From your Cadillac Dealer
341 Union -JA 6-9207 or JA 7-9880
Open Evenings 'Til 9 P.M.

t AWNINGS

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

112195
white.

Red With while lop, hue reel Interior, radio,

•.;••;••;44•41•4•9o;,••;•

I,. 0:

Edgar Davis

solid whlta, (ant'
White tire.. Extra

SPECIAL
'61 COVAIR STATION WAGON

HERBERT HELTON
2501 Sherrie Street
FA 3-0132
+tie+se•

equip.

'60 Cad.

one-owner. city car. Extra nice

'60 Cad

3 Bedroom, brick. Large, corner lot. $1500 for
$2,500 equity. 41
/
2% G.I. Loon, or $315 down.
Owner will pay half of closing on F.H.A. Loan.

cliEVHOLF:f CO.
324.3671
2200 Lamar

FOUNDATION WORK
CARPENTRY
LEVEL FLOORS
REPAIR SILL
JOISTS and PIERS
FOR EERVICE CALL
FA 3-5870

black

white.

and white interior. new white Oreg.
fit»y eqUIPPed inriulIng f"'"n
•Ir. Extra Md.
$309.1
'60 Cad.

$3195
'60 Cad.
Peden NNW... 2 to choose, from,
equipned
1,111,
including factor),
air. These care sea like new.

•;•41?•;••:• t•;••; •4•0040•
RF,tI) T Ii 90:6

TRAVERSE
Ia.DRAPES

"ANYTHING OTHERS DO TO A BUILDING,
WE CAN DO BETTER"

EDGAR H. DAVIS AND SONS, INC.
1355 So. Parkway East
Memphis 6, Tenn.

Phone 948-8069
942-5411

DID YOU KNOW THAT HOMES FOR SALE BY F.H.A. ARE AVAILABLE TO YOU AT 3% DOWN.

•:*
****

.
44 -

•:.:4:*
•:.

-:- ill. ii li ii II IIAluminum

•:•.

:
44
4:*

•:.

-:-:-

4.•

•:. FOR TOP QUALITY, LOW PRICE, QUICK
4
.SERVICE, BE SURE TO GET OUR ESTIMATE
4.
BEFORE YOU BUY!
•:.
... CUSTOM TAILORED DRAPES & SLIP COVERS
+ RUGS, CARPETS. LINOLEUM, TILF,S,
•:*

+

4.

4:*
4.*
.
4 4'
4*

• :A:WO:is:Ka:rot:es
• Easiest Terms

I

+

••••
•:*
.:.
•:*

•:

Free Estimates

1.LLIAMS
.

, ':
1

...=

r
;HAC)E N AWNING
CO.

.: 216 S. Pauline

Tel. BR 6.4431

•:•
•:•
•:.
•:•
4.*
LINED & UNLINED •:.
MACH NE WASHABLE..
481701uVrIDE $
8-P
s
' Ls
ON
0
G :::•
.

100" WIDE 8-1" LON G+

4 27ct
j • - ....
•

Value It
$19.73 1r
PLAINs A Nils I,
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••
:
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.
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44
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2 Bed Rooms
1747 Shadowlawn
2147 Lyons
1749 Benntng
1717 Preston
5001 Franklin Lane
3 Bed Rooms
4373 N. Hollywood
4380 N. Hollywood
600 Ledbetter
648 Ledbetter
942 Ledbetter

Monthly
88,000
$6.300
$1,150
$7,750
$10.750

ASB
$45.00
WS
$35.60
$43.77
ASH
ASB
$43.77
$61.28 Per Stone

4 Bed Rooms
1461 Lydia
1464 Pope
1966 Walker
123 West Olson
1544 Buntyn
3661 Derby Drive
3186 Aden
4994 Franklin Lane
1883 Wendy Drive
3583 Ladue
330 Picket Road
4614 Applegate

$6.150
$7,900
$8,500
$6,400
$9.250
$11,500
$12,750
$12.750
$11,200
$12,500
$11,250
$15.750

$200
$250
$250
$250
$300
$350
$400
$400
$350
$400
$400
$500

$34.73
$44.65
$48.15
$35.89
$52.23
$6420
$72.95
$72.95
$64.20
$70.03
$70.03
$90.46

CALL FRANK BRAUGHER, Sales Mgr., or any of our courteous salesmen.

CORNETTE REALTY CO. INC.
PHONE: 525-1861
334 Vance Ave.
527-9258

,
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relatives in other parts of the visited
Brooklyn
Museum, ty of work in Brownsvilleim
state. He is a D.D.S. and is
Manhattan tour to Jones' they have to ask for help is
making the service as a career.
beach, the largest in the world, building their new church.
Mrs. Helen Robinson, Mrs.
beautiful theaters and about . Thzy never refuse to help
Tuggle's mother will leave for
everything worth seeing in operation of all friends in and
CLUB BANQUET
thy for being worthy of the Washington next week to live
anyone who asks of them.
Club ladies in Humboldt consideration of the Conven- with her daughter and son-in- Brooklyn. She went over to Please come to the tea. July
Flushing, Long Island to visit
have reason to smile following tion.
law.
7th.
The addrss is 1112 12th
Mr. and Mrs. John Sims, her
the many pleasing incidents at
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Mathis
Miss Renee Poussaint, grand- brother and sister-in-law. avenue.
the recent State meeting of and Mrs. W. S. Vance will daughter
of Rev. and Mrs. W. While there she attended a
the Federated Clubs in Jack- motor to Birmingham to at- S. Vance was
a week-end visi- Catholic School graduation
son. At the beautiful banquet tend the National Baptist S. S. tor. She is
with a group of program, the New York Hisgiven by the Jackson clubs, and B.T.U. Congress in which students
from colleges in New torical Museum, Rose Garden
Humboldt was well represent- Mrs. Vance is an instructor.
York and Pennsylvania who Center, and with Dr. and Mrs.
ed, the highlight was the inMrs. Nelda Williams attend- came down to assist in
the Blade left for home, thru Canitial presentation of music fol- ed the State Home Economics voter
registration, cotton chop- ada, Niagara Falls, Cleveland,
lowing a most interesting ad- Teachers' Workshop in Nash- ping
and whatever could be to Dayton to visit Rev. and
dress by the National Vice- ville, coming right back tak- done
to help the farmers in Mrs. P. E. Henderson, her sispresident, Mrs. Mamie B. ing part in the affairs of the Fayette
county.
ter and brother-in-law and to
WASHINGTON,- (UPI Reese of Albany, Ga.
Federated meeting to which
She left two days before Chicago, from there - home. The State Department ha.;
This presentation was in the she was a delegate, and where
school
Dr.
and
closed
Mrs. Slade spent some ordered the U.S. embassy in
after having
form of a choral group of she sang the closing number
Gloxinia club ladies who sang in the Mother, Home and Child nominated for president of the time with parents Mr. and the Republic of South Africa
sophomor
Mrs.
Bennie
e
Sims of Humboldt. to hold its .1:Ay 4th party
class
at Sarah
their club song "Gloxinia" skit.
The First Sunday in July this year on a desegregated
was composed by the presiHer adopted son, Captain Lawrence where she was acdent, Mrs. Jennie S. Vance.
William Penn was home on cepted last year on a $2,000 on the lawn of Rev. and Mrs. basis, officials said.
U. S. diplomas in SoutAll
The solo part was done by furlough from Camp Dix in scholarship. Her work was so Vance will be given a tea for
Mrs. Martha Lacey and the New Jersey, looking well and outstanding this year the the benefit of their church, Africa have held desegregatel
singing group was Mesdames forward to his closing months award was renewed. She will First Baptist in Brownsville, receptions in their homes for
Annie B. Bryson, Erma Wynne, in the Army, after which he live in the French house this Tenn. The tea will begin at several years, but officials
said this is the first time the
Olga Baskerville, Lena Reid, will resume his studies at Me- year at the school where all 5 in the afternoon.
Mrs. Vance is asking the co- policy has been expanded to
Ora Lee Gentry, 011ie Ruth harry medical where he is conversation will be in French.
She is the daughter of Mr. peration of all friends in and include embassy social
Farmer, Alberta
Jamison, studying for his M.D.
afand Mrs. Christopher Pous- around Humboldt to assist in fairs.
Louise Cooper, Nell Bryson,
TO
SPOKAN
E
saint of New York,
making this a success. She is
who served as narrator and
Officials said the policy is
Captain and Mrs. Dewey BACK HOME
leading the church in a mam- expected to apply to future
Miss Dorothy McKinney. The
Tuggle and their daughters
Miss Enid Sims is back after moth fund raising drive and embassy functions
second number after a curtain
as well.
left
for
camp
his
in
Spokane,
an
extensive
trip to Brooklyn, is asking for assistance in They said the step was
call was "May the Good Lord
taken
Washingt
on,
aftpr
a
.two
week
N.
visiting
Y.
her
baby sister raising the $1,000 she has despite South Africa's "ApartBless and Keep You" dedicated
stay with parts- Prof. and and husband Dr. and Mrs. pledged.
Rev. and Mrs. Vance heid" policy of complete
to the state president Mrs.
segMrs. D. H. Tuggle, friends and Walter Slade. While there he are tithers
Cora B. Robinson and the
but with the scarci- regation.
speaker for the evening.
I
1
PANORAMA
I
On the next day a moving ,
panorama of real life was presented by Mesdames Olga '
Baskerville, 011ie Ruth Farm- '
'ONLY THE BEST'
er and Alberta Jamison repThat's the kind of man the Air Force
tion booklets to John M. Rutland, of 2619
resenting mothers in a real
Reserve wants, says Reserve MSgt. Earl
life situation. Mrs. Baskerville
Supreme, a telephone lineman.
WIN CASH PRIZES FOR PARTICI.;
RAGSDALE EMPLOY M ENT
t) raiZi
EXPERIENCED
'
lts rw
urinTi/aHitilioTrae paling in a eerie. of
Gregory, as he passes up USAF InformaBEAUTICIAN'
showed the need of parental %AV:Ver
Bible Qui., Lie. Beauty Operator to Work
sit 5-7124.
wants lob
In
shampooer In white
Sweepetak es
and magazine eubscrIPWhite Beauty Mop
assistance in the mental deshop or as seamstress. JA 3-2864.
lion
,
promotions. Sc brings you cornNmwLy nzilosaTED TWO Room
Maid
Comb
325
wk
- I velopment of children from
Piet° details from
Short Order Cook
520 up Keep children in home for working
TOM JACKSON )Dept. Iri
s
tre
r
il
mothers-by
Maids
i
gnsirp
- Cok,k ... . .
ull'ainTs,12st
the day, week, or month.
birth. Mrs. Farmer showed the ,
'
li. 32 Sweet Avenue, Birmingham 7, Al..
Later .
iurnished.
Call FA 4.5168 for information.
'
Call BR.
JA 5-4549
2-2115
need for respect from parents
Rev. and Mrs. L. W. Meyer.
WOMAN DESIRES JOB AS MAID OR
3-ROOM APT. BRICK DUPLEX VERY
5
ACRES
FOR
SALE
for their families and others IA NaturOir. CALL
baDy-eitter five days a week. Call:
L
or 3108 N. Germantown Road north of
GL., 8-4581
to develop respectful chil
Highway 64 nr. Ellendale can be
shown by owner. Anytime. Mrs. George WOULD LIKE WORK AS COMMON
dren for the home and cornUNFURNISHED ROOMS
Ironer or keep children.
GRAM, Jr.
Cali: W H 8-2151
iliktfEWORKERS WANTED
Triunity. Mrs. Jamison showed 2 Ige. unfurn. rms. for rent PACKARD SHIRTS - TAILOR
MADE
e will send you the names and
WH 2-3937, call after 5 p.m.
No else too large or too small
the need of spiritual guidance
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Special Services
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REVENUE
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Business Services

400 Picket City
Hall In Easton, Pa.
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WAYNE'S

(
Yu'greatest
Name in Bourbon!

J & P FURNITURE
AND APPLIANCES

Guaranteed Job in New York
Transportation & Meals
Advanced

306-M & M BLDG -MEMPHIS
JA 5-3131

NEED MONEY?

RONALD SHEPARD
Home Service Manager

Solve Your Problems With a Small, Low Cost

Real Estate Loan
60 Flat Monthly Payments
Co0-. Yo.

Mo.

Get -

Payments

500.00
51,000.00
$1,500.00
$2,000.00
$2,500.00
$5,000.00

S 12,90
S 23.70
$ 34.50
$ 45.50
S 56.20
S110.82

S

72 MADISON

Dial JA 6-0637
ANY TIME 24 HAS A DAY
"It's Better to
Borrow At a Bank"

NO DOWN PAYMENT
WITH EASY BUDGET TERMS

$89.95

Courtesy Car Available

MONEY TO LOAN
•
ON ANY ARTICLE OF VALUE
NO LOAN TOO LARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMALL
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL JA 6-1450

r CALLING '411
ALL

NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

.All Type Of
Fine Furniture
To Choose From

Be Wise! Choose

State Savings Bank

2451 PARK AVE.
INTRODUCING A FIRST
FOR MEMPHIS!
OUR NEW HOME SERVICE
DEPT. FEATURING!

NOLIA
1 APP
RGNCEES

Approx.

- •-

$149.95

Courteous Negro Salesmen To Serve You
Come or Call FA 7-7886

COLETTA'S

ATHAN'S

ST.

Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
kihs_ 236 So. Wellington St.

A

•

TAILORS

PHARMACY

EPSTEI
N
162-164-166 BEALE

ABC
MAIDS

CAPITOL LOANS

SHOE 160
STORE Beale
St.
COME IN
SEE
FREEMAN
SHOES

k,

OR
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LOAN

FFICE

BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS •
LUGGAGE

AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE

176 IL 178 REAL STREET JA 6-5300

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi State Line. MADAM BELL is
back after a long time Of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discourage
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on highway 51 South, just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to slay right aside
the DeSolo Motel. Be sure to look for the BED 1111ICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
Catch yellow bus marked kVhilehaven State Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see %
never had an office in West Memphis.)
MADAM BELL'S 11AND SIGN.
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